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FEAR SCORE S
UPSET IN NYC
by John Mitzel
A bill in the New York City Council
The National Gay Task Force played a
which would have banned discrimination
prominent role in organizing support for Intro
1 2, as did other gay groups. Among
against homosexuals in housing, employthe enment and public accommodations in that
dorsements were: the New York City Bar
city was defeated this past Thursday, May
Association, the New Yori< Civil Liberties
23, by a vote of22-19.
Union, the Citizen's Union, candidates for
The bill, popularly known at Intro 2,
Manhattan D. A. (Robert Morgantheau) and
had been voted affirmatively out of coma bevy of well-respected individuals from
mittee a month ago. It had been buried in
various professions.
committee since one of its original sponsors,
Arrayed in opposition were Uniformed
Carter Burden, had introduced it three
Fire Fighters Officers Association, neighyears ago. It had been assumed In_tro 2
borhood associations, veterans' posts, Holy
would be passed by the full legislative body· Name Societies, and other religious groups.
Virtually all progressive political forces
none of whom have any discernible track
in New York agreed that Intro 2 was esrecord in favpr of Constitutional rights
sentially a civil righ'tsissue around which
or guarantees for minorities or any particthere could be little controversy.
ular attachment to concepts of freedom.
This situation changed, however, when
Toe battle over Intro 2 was metamorphigroups intent on denying homosexuals
zed into basically a·-class struggle. and the
equal legal protection polarized the debate.
class most in the grup of superstition won
The Catholic News, the official propaganda
this round .
organ of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese
, 33 of the Council's 43 members face
of New York, ran a sensational front-page
re-election this fall, and it has been sugeditorial attacking the bill and libeling ho·gested that due to the degree of emotionmosexuals. This attack aroused many peoalism provoked by the Roman Catholic
pie who were otherwise uninformed about
Church's agents and-other anti-progressive~
the issue into hysterical opposition and
forces, the "swing" councillors feared
transformed what was a civil rights issue into they'd become political suicides if they
a referendum on the desirability of homovoted in favor of the bill. Some city
sexual lifestyles for children. It was a dark
councillors hadn't made up their minds
by David P. Brill
and ugly month for the democratic process,
how'd they vote until the last minute.
A dramatic increase in the number
one they won't be teaching in public school
A first-term councillor said: "If this
of complaints from area residents has
civic classes but a textbookcase of the tyranny weren't an election year, I'd stand on
caused an upsurge in the amount of
of an uninformed majority.
a rooftop and yell: I'm for gay rights.
police activity around the area comThe uniformed firemen's union joined
But I'm getting tremendous pressure."
monly called "The Block", bounded
the attack. The president of that union, MicBecause the Roman Catholic Church
by Arlington, Berkeley, Marlborough
hael Maye, we'll recall, physically assualted
like other religious institutions, enjoys
Streets, an<;l Commonwealth Avenue.
Gay Activist Alliance President Morty Mana tax-free status in New York City, as
In addition, complaints by the manaford two years ago at a public dinner, and it's elsewhere, it is legally barred from en
gement of the Greyhound Bus Term:
thought that this group's antipathy to gay
gaging in political actions of any sort
inal have also caused the Boston Polrights is due not only to the entrenched hoeither directly or irrdirectly. Violation
ice Department to increase their patmophobia of the working classes but partly
of this statue could warrant loss of tax
rols of that location as well. The polthe result of its leader's vindictive personal
privilege. The evening that Intro 2 was de'.
ice are using a form known as an F.I.
animosity towards Mr. Manford who has
feated 70 gay protesters sat in all-night at
0. (Field Interrogation Observation) .
bee~~ctiv~ in organizing support for Intro 2. St. Patrick's Cathedral and pledged a legal
report as a tactic in questioning perCoun~i\l~r_s were flooded with an nrcheschallenge to the Roman Catholic Church's
sons in the area.
trated barrage of anti-Intro 2 sentiment.
tax-exempt status.
According to Boston Police DepCouncilman Sam Wright.of Brooklyn s·aid:
"When I walk the streets of my district, I
found that 80% of the people are against it,
emotionally against it." Government and
legislative process of law moved from rational discourse to appeal to emotion.
Planning for next fall's "Conference '74 :
ing concerts by a New York City recording
Rabbis from more orthodox congregagroup, Lavender Jane, and others, as well
An Amazon Expedition"--alesbian confertions joined with the Catholic Church in
ence-celebration being put together by a
as bicycle expeditions and work shops.
their opposition. Some sent Talmudic texts
group of Boston-based women- has stepped
More events are being planned, and T-shirts
to the City Councillors. Councillor Howard
up as summer approaches. The next plan·and buttons spreading the word about
Golden cited religious sources for his oppning meeting will be held Sunday, June 2,
"Conference '74" will be for sale soon.
osition to gay civil rights: "I cannot accept
The planners of "An Amazon Expediat 5 :00 pm at 1039 Mass. Ave., Apt . 6A
a homosexual lifestyle for my three children." (third floor) , in Cambridge.
tion" are creating an extended, single event.
This was, of course, not the issue.
They are eager for more ideas and welcome
Conference planners conceive of an onNot all those associated with an official
new participants. Women who would like
going "Amazon Expedition" throughout
religion opposed Intro 2. Rev. Louis Gigante the summer, culminating in a three-day
to join the Expedition are cordially invited
a priest and a Councilman, voted in favor,
to Sunday's planning session, e,r asked to
conference-in-the-country over Columbus
and said that he was concerned by "elements Day weekend next October. In conjunccontact Conference planners at Box 2000,
in my church" which he witnessed encourGCN, 22 Bromfield Street, Boston.
tion with the Conference, a series of events
aging "a kind of bigotry."
a·re being planned for the summer___:includ-
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the block:
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uty Superintendant Joseph Jordan
who is in charge of District Four, the
increase in complaints was timed with
the arrival of the warm weather. Residents of the neighborhood complained
of traffic jams, persons sleeping and/or
urinating in their doorways, and an
extremely noisy situation at all hours
of the night allegedly caused by the
presence of hustlers, · th..9.§_e who would
be looking for them, and their friends.
The complaints were made to the Back
Bay Neighborhood Association, Police
Commissioner Robert J. DiGrazia, and
State Rep. Barney Frank, whose Commonwealth Avenue residence in on the
(Continued on page 3)
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PRIDE WEEK
PLANS DETAILED
At its meeting last Wednesday night,
the Gay Pride Week Planning Committee
put together plans for events ranging from
picnics to a media zap and elected Lois
Johnson as chairperson for the June festivities. Tenative plans will only become
realities, however,. if more people volunteer to help. Following is a list of all the
activities scheduled at this time for the
week of June 21-30 with the name and
telephone of the person in charge. Few
of the events require special talents, but
many require help now, since Gay Pride
Week is !ess than a month away.

Dances: two -~ f them, on Friday, June
21, and Friday, June 28 from 9 to 1 at
the Charles Street Meetinghouse. Both
require clean-up committees. Call Jimi
Shealy at 523-0368.
Boston Parade and Festival: the June
22 parade will begin at noon, last year's
route, and climaxing with·music, a crafts
festival, and other events on the Common.
Lots of people are needed to construct
the celebrated rhino float. Old sheets are
needed to construct the float. If you
have either time or sheets, call Bernie
Toale at 783-1627.
Sheri (536-3285) also needs help in
assembling a New.En_g].and Gay Pride
banner. Anyone can p.elp, even if you
don't know the difference between a
quilt and macrame.
Call Bernie to work on any other aspect of the parade aqd festival.
'
has its Black
The rhino wall: Boston
pride wall murals, arid it will soon have
the world's first gay,pride mural. Call
Sheri at 536-3285 to help create one of
the wonders of the modern art world,
to be unveiled Sunday, June 23.

Benefit for Elaine Noble: at 3 :00
Sunday, June 23, at Cabaret. Preliminary work is under ·way, but make sure
· you turn out to help Elaine in her campaign for Fenway delegate to the state
legislature.

Ozarles Street Meetinghouse Clean-up:
show your appreciation for one of the
_Gay community's major institu_tions by
helping paint, wash, redecorate, and re-new the Meetinghouse on Monday, June
24, from Noon on. Call Jimi at 523-0368
to volunteer.
Long-range Projects: on June 24 there
will be meetings to plan 1) a gay crisis/information phone service; 2) a gay United
Fund; 3) gay.community centeri4) a gay
legal aid•program. Any of these projects
could use your help and ideas. No planning
needed;just be at the Meetinghouse at· 8. ·
Gay Hawkers: you've always wanted to
sell GCN, FagRag and Focus on the streets
of Boston, right? Here's your chance to
publicize gay publications. Come to the
' Meetinghouse on Tuesday.June 25. Time
to be· announced.

Publicity and Getting Ourselves on
the Media: Loretta Lotman needs help
on Thursday, May 30, in the afternoon
or early evening with Gay Pride Week
mailings to the local media. Plans also
call for getting gay people on all the
local talk shows before or during Gay
Pride Week. One person is needed for
-media booking before the week of
June 21-30. Catch 44 on June 12
(8:30) will be devoted to Gay P~ide
Week: meet Tuesday, May 28, at 8:00
if you want to appear on this TV show.
Call Gay Media Action at 868-5729
for details.
Art Show: the Meetinghouse will host
a showing of works by gay artists from
June 16 to June 30. Call Dennis Thomas
(523-0368) to participate.
Information and Outreach: providing help for people who are just coming out, or who just want to learn about gay life from the people who live
it, can be one of the most important
activities of Gay Pride Week. Evenings
of Tuesday and Thursday (June 26 and
28) are scheduled for informal conversations. Call Paul Tellalian at 524-6417
to help out.
Communities Night: the Fens and
Charlestown are organizaed; what about the rest of New England? Volunteer your house/apartment/closet for
a gathering o( all gays in the neighborhood on Weclnesday evening, June 26,
Volunteering your house does not
mean that you volunteer to be fearless
leader for Dorchester, l.tattapani or
Watertown. Call Ian Johnson (251-8357)
for information. ·
Media Zap:some of the local media
are going to get it during Gay Pride
Week if they don't watch out. Call Gay
Media Action (868-5729) to make
them watch out.
MBTA Campaign: if the rhinos are
on the subway, plans call for gay people
to ride the trains on Thursday, June 27,
to explain what the °lavender creatures
are all about. If the rhinos are not installed by Gay Pride Week, the rhino people
will still board the trolleys to talk to
passengers about being gay. Call Tom
,Morganti at 241-8357.
Fenway Picnic: the Fengays are hosting a picnic for all gay people on Saturda,y,
June 29, from noon on. The reeds are
at one end of the Fenway, the picnic will
be at the other. Call Bernie Danoff(2676528) or Steve Brophy (267-6528) to
help.
New York Parade: June 30. Join your
sisters· and brothers from East McKeesport
and the East Village for the annual parade
in the city that annually votes down gay
rights. There will be a bus; and reservations
will be needed. Keep reading GCN for more
details.

a

Forums: Toe· Meetinghouse plans to
host two discussions between anti-: and progay psychiatrists and lawyers. Plans are
tenative; call Steffi at 523-0368 to help.

CORRECTION
In the roll call vote on H.5863 listed
in the GCN two weeks ago, the name of
Rep. Barney Frank (D-Back ijay) was
omitted in the list of thos Representatives who voted in favor of the gay antidiscrimination bill. GCN apologizes for
the error.
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Elaine Noble

BUTTO.N CONTEST
A "Design a Button" contest has been
announced for a campaign button for Elaine Noble. Contest sponsor, Bonnie Cronin
ofWBUR Radio said the winning button
will be used throughout Ms. Noble's cantpaign for state representative frbm the Suffolk 6 District.
Elaine Noble is a well-known lesbian and
feminist activist, a member of NOW, DOB,
HUB, and former moderator of "Gay Way"
on WBUR.
The contest rules are 1) the button must
be submitted by June l. All entries should

be black and white, but colors can be specifiec. The disign can feature a drawing or
be wo_rds only-:--the option is open to the
entering artist.(See entry blank elsewhere
in GCN); 2) the button must have the name
"Elaine" or "Elaine Noble" on it.
First prize winner receives dinner for
two prepared and served by Elaine. (She
says she's a good cook)'. The winning design will be reproduced on campaign buttons and used until election day: The winner will be announced during Gay Pride
Week, June 23-30

CANDIDATES VIE FOR
GAY SUPPORT
In an apparent effort to garner the
support -0f the Commonwealth's large
bloc of liberal voters, State Senator
John M. Quinlan (R-Norwood) has
announced that he supports all legislation filed this year that would protect the rights of gay people. On April 18, however, Quinlan's vote was recorded with the ~ajority in favor
of killing S.1585, the anti-discrimination bill. Quinlan's vote at the time
was paired in favor of killing the bill,
and he now.claims that this was done
in error. A spokesperson for the Homophil~ Union of Boston informed GCN
that HUB is asking Sen. Quinlan to
use his influence to help reiur.rect
s ·J 585 from the Senate Rules ·comm
ittee, where it is buried now.
Sen. Quinlan is seeking the Republican nomination for the office of
Secretary of State. Many of his fellow
Republicans supported the gay legisla
tion, and there has been support from
, Gov. Sargent's office for it as well. In
addition, Mrs. Anne H. R: Witherby of

Boston, a candidate for Senator last year
and prominent member of the Mass.
Republican State Committee, has also
been pressuring her {ellow Republicans
to "come out" for the gay legislation.
This turn of events is particularly
interesting since State Rep. Paul H. Guzzi of Newton, who will be challenging.
incumbent John F, X. Davoren in the
Democratic Primary, received the Mass.
Caucus endorsement last month with a
great deal of help from the Gay Caucus.
Guzzi was endorsed by State Rep. Barney Frank, HUB President Robt. Dow,
and candidate Elaine Noble (Sixth Suffolk District), and it was considered that
'a'ii of the gay voters would be asked to
support Guzzi. There have been recurring
reports that Guzzi's originally open and
vocal support of the gay legislation has
been diminished since the Caucus t9,
something less than strong.
Quinlan's commitment will be shown
if S.1585 is saved. But it is interesting
to note how each candidate is attempting
to "out gay" the other.

FRANK - -.DISPUTES
SARGENT'S STAND
State Rep. Barney Frank of Boston
this week challenged the GCN statement of two weeks ago that Governor
Sargent is silently supporting the gay
legislation filed this year. Frank noted
that while many Republicans did vote .
in favor of the measures, that those legislators most closely allied with the
Governor's stands on issues, however,
did not.
Frank who made headlines a few
weeks ago while blasting Sargent and
his policies on busing and the racial imbalance question, stopped short of calling the governor ariti-gay, "For two
years I've been trying to talk with them
about this, and they just won't say anything either way!" Frank said.
Tfte GCN comment was based on in~

terviews with the members of the governor's staff. The governor's Public Service
Office has been in contact with HUB
regularly in procuring information for a
policy statement (upcoming) on gay rights,
to answer some of the mail that he has
been receiving. In addition, the governor's office has invited several gay organizations to a symposium on the right to
privacy, and has sent them a lengthy policy statement on that subject as well.
Frank, however, said that all of these
tactics were nothing but cheap political
ploys, and advised the _gay community,
"Don't be misled. He isn't saying anything."
GCN is attempting to.obtain an appointment with the governor to interview him
on the subject.

block
"Block."
Rep. Frank wrote a letter on May 17
to Dep. Supt. Jordan, in which he urged
the police to take action to prevent this
type of activity in this residential area.
In his letter, however, Rep. Frank re-iterated to the Department that he has no
objection to cruising or solicitation in
non-residential areas. Rep. Frank told
GCN, "Cruising along the Charles, or
in the Fens, or in the Park Square area,
or in any of a number of non-residential spots is perfectly legitimate, and I
will defend peo_p!e's rights to engage in
it. But it is unfair to conduct solicitations
in those hours when people are trying
to sleep, directly outside their bedroom
windows."
Jordan said that the police are going
to continue to patrol the area, question
persons, andmake use of the F.I.O. system
- uniil complaints are reduced. "They'll
have to go someplace else, maybe try the
Public Gard-ens;'' ne said.
The F.1.0. system has been in effect for
several years, but was recently brought to
light at a recent hearing of the Alcoholic
Beverages Control Commission, at which
time representatives of the police department explained what types of persons an
F~I.O. would be written for within the vicinity of Jacques and the Othe Side. The regulations appeared to state that simply be- '
ing a homosexual was enough reason but
the police modified that to mean "known
male or female prostitute." (More on this
in next week's GCN). The F.I.O. is a small
form with room for many details. The original is kept at the B.P.D.'s Intelligence Division, with a copy kept by the District in
which the person was questioned. (District
Four encompasses Wards 4 and 5 of Boston,
which is the entire Back Bay, South End,
Bay Village,:and Kenmore Square area).
Deputy Superintendant John Doyle,
head of the Intelligenc,p Division (Tactical
Patrol Force, or "vice squad")said that the
F.I.O.'s are used to "Keep tabs" on known
gangsters, p.ersons known to be associated
with drugs or organized crime, or known
male or female prostitutes, and are supposed
to be written upon the observation of any ·
such person. Doyle concedes, however, that
these are not written every time, and therefore , much is left to the discretion of th~'
officer. Doyle refused to say what these
· F.I.O.'s are used for within the department,,
but a prominent Boston attorney claims
to know exactly how.
"It's an outrage!" remarked Attorney
Frank DiM~nto, whose Boston law firm of
DiMento and Sullivan is counsel to the
management of Jacques, the Other Side,
and the Massachusetts Nightclub Owners
Association. DiMento claims tht the F.I.O. '!'
system is a direct violation o~f a person's
civil liberties, and says that the jnformation
contained in an F .I.Q. is available to any.one
in the B.P.D., or anfl>ofice department ft{
the country. (It was this F.1.0. system that
was used
defame former State Rep.
Martin A. Linsky of Brookline a few years
ago. Linsky was found in the presence of
a know_!! prostitute, and the F .1.0. containing that information was used against him
to cost h4l} the 1970 Repubiicari nomination for LieUteharnGovernor). DiMento'.s
objections are that the person being
"written up." has no way of knowing what
the officer is writing donw, has no way
of chal!~~ging it, and no administrative way
of purging it.
DiMepto's last complaint is an interesting
one. Jordan claims that the F.I.O. is "not .
really a record at all" and there is theref9re
no record to purge. However, Boston Attorney John Pino, who has devoted much of
his law practice towards working within
Dis+rict Four, and is currently serving as

tq

prosecuting attorney for the Bay Village
Civic Association, said that the F .1.0.
could be expunged through extra-administrative means. Two patrolmen in District
Four stated that Dep. Supt. Jordan has
the authority to remove the record. In
other words, while there is actually no
formal system for challenging or purging
the F.I.O. it apparently can be deleted -·-if the person involv~~ _has J:IJ:e right relationship with the nght person.
An investigator for t.fieHomophile
Union of Boston, who began his work about
six weeks ago, when the neighborhood complaints and reports of violence against gay
people became known, now has two F.I.O.'s
written up on him as the result of his investigating the situation. The first time
·he claims the officer used such abusive
terms as "Fuckin' faggot!", "Queer!'1
and "Damn cocksucker!" The Police Commissioner is now investigating this incident,
as the officer was appa~entlyin violation
of a departmental oiaer requiring officers
to refrain from antagonizing language and
behavior during the course of an investigation. the second time, the investigator
asked what would happen if he refused to
provide identification, and was told by the
officer that he would be arrested for disorderly conduct, in an apparent threat. In a
separate incident, a young man reported
that he had asked the officer for his badge
number, and the officre refused. Dep. Supt.
Doyle stated that all police officers must
provide their badge numbers and names to
the persons they are questioning if so requested, and also asked that persons who do
not find this to be the case to write a com.
plaint to the Police Commissioner.
Attorney Richard Rubino, legal counsel
to HUB and a number of gay organizations,
says that a person stopped by the police
must provide the following information:
Name, address, and purpose in the neighborhood, which t could simply be taking a
walk. Rubin'O says that this is all the information that one has to give. If a person is ·· ·
arrested, however, he is required to p°rovide
more facts.
The City of Boston Law Department ad·vised HUB almost two years ago of the definition of "disorderly conduct". Assistant
Corporation Counsel John A. Fiske quoted
from a Supreme Judicial Court case, Alegata
vs. Commonwealth, in which the court
defined disorderly conduct as "activities
which intentionally tenµ to disturb the
public tranquility or alarm or provoke others."
"I fail to see how the mere presence of a
person on the streets at any _time, in the
absence of something more, can make him
a 'disorderly person' as our courts now
apply the law," Fiske said. The problem
seems to be that there is too much left to
the judge~ent of the police officer when deciding to write up an F.I.O.,, and that many
. ~:ffficres may be wr_iting Uiem indiscriminately.
\ one gay policeman from ·another District said
that half of the·F.1.O.'s written·.up ar~ .. ·,
nifhing .~ut a,ttem{it§.to ~c'.a:r~. t,r'1larass ce1< ,
tain persons, and that they are frequently
just destroyed .
The legality of the F .1.0. system is doubtful. In addition:to providing.no protection · ·
for the personfrom iies being made about
him by ·the officers may LY violate a person's
constitutional right to due process by giving
him something dangerously close to a criminal
record without the benefit of an arrest or subsequent trial. While Jordan and Doyle insist
that the F.1.0. is not a criminal record in
any way, all the attorneys interviewed agreed that the F.I.O. file definitely would
be taken into consideration if a·person actually were arrested. Doyle said that the F .I.
O.'s file's influence on an arrested person
"varies." Several attorneys remarked that
the enti_re F.1.0. system could be declared
unconstitutional if ever brought to court.
Rep. Frank has urge_d all gay people to
avo1d "The Block" area out of respect to
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The Boston Police Department's Field
Intellogation Observation Report. _(F.1. 0.)
the residents, Rep. Frank is reportedly
maldng this move as the result of pressure
from his constituents in the Back Bay

Neighborhood Association. The following
conclusions and recommendations have
been made :
-Gay people should not frequent the
Block at all possible costs, either by foot,
·car, or thumbing. (Police have acknowledged that undercover vehicles may be taking
down the licence numbers of cars circling
the area).
-If stopped and questioned by the police,
it is in the interests of gay people to carry
and produce adequate identification, but
say as little as possible.
-Always request the officers' names and/
or badge numbers, and report the date,
time, and place of the incident to HUB,
if you are ever questioned for the purpose ofwriting. an F.I.O.
-If ever threatened, or verbally or physically abused by the police, write a letter
of complaint to Police Commissioner Robert J. DiGrazia, Box 91 I, Boston. Your
complaint is confidential.
GCN will have more detail-son the F.I.O.
system next week.

•
christian science
church evicts
A community organization of gay Fenway area residents-called Fengay-held
its last meeting tow weeks ago at the Boston Center for Older Americans, at 236
Huntington Avenue in Boston. The buildwhere BCOA has its offices is owned by
the Christian Science Church, an institution that owns large amounts of property
in the Fenway. If the Christian Science
Church has its way, Fengay will never
again meet in BCOA's offices. The Church
has even threatened to kick BCOA out of
the building if F engay meets there ~gain . .
Why? Officially, the Church says that
it objects to the Fengay meetings because
Fengay does not offer direct services to
the elderly of the community. Therefore,
argues Church public affairs director John

Selover,' BCOA violates its charter by permitting the meetings. But Selover admits
that he has not contacted Fengay, and does
not know whether they may offer or be
planning services whicfr'are beneficial to
the Fenway area elderly.
The Christian Science Chutch has no
official policy regardinigays, according
to Selover, who said that he sought understanding of the issues. He emphasized that
the reasons for ,the Church's objections to
Fengay meetings did noohinge on the fact
that the group is homosexual. But it should
be pointed out that other groups ·that are
not directly offering services t'o the community's elderly have met in BCOA's
offices with the full knowledge and implicit approval of the Church.

o.regon backs righ_t s
Last week GCN reported the Maine
Democratic State Committee's new party plank endorsing the gay rights movement. However, the first pro-gay party
plank was passed exactly two years ago
in Oregon. Their platform on gay rights
reads:

sue an executive order which woulct
restore full veterans rights to all individuals previously given less than
honorable discharges for homosexuality and which would change the
status of those discharges to honorable.

The Oregon Democratic State Commmee
Party Platform is considered to be the most
progressive in the country. In addition to this
all-inclusive gay plank, there are also resolutions urging the legalization of marijuana, the
legalization of prostitution; maternity leave
for men, the abolition of most privately
owned property, nationalization of health
care services, and an end to tax.discrimin,
1. That the President.imtriediately- is- · ·
ation
against single persons. Another plank
sue an executive order banning disrequires
all judges to spend at least one ·
crimination on the basis of sexual
month per year in the institutions. which
orientation.in all federal employthey ·sentence·people. Leading old-guard .
. ment and professions anl businOregon
Democratic office holders attacked
esses holding federal contracts.
the platform as being too extreme, but
2.' Spedfically,-the Civil Rights Acts · the Oregon press simply termed it "ahead
of 1964 and 1968 should be amends of its time." The Human Rights Section,
ed to bar discrimination on the
in which the gay plank is contained, was
basis of sexual orientation
submitted by a committee consisting mostl~
of college students, was more sharply crit3. Legislation to end discrimination
cized for its advocacy for amnesty for draft
against homosexuals practiced by
evaders, 24 hour state-run day-care centers,
insurance and bonding companies.
abolition of the militia, and the legalization
4. That the President immediately isof prostitution than for the gay plank. The
sue an executive order banning dis- '
Oregon Platform is the most pro-gay one at
crimination against aliens by the
the present time within the Democratic
Immigration and Naturalization SerParty, and it is expected that the next
vice on the basis of sexual orienconvention of the Oregon Dembcratic Party
• tation.
will see the gay planks take even stronger
5. That the President immediately isand more words.
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"We recognize that there are millions
of Americans who undergo legal and institutional discrimination solely because
of their sexual orientation. We commit
the Democratic Party to use the full
force of its power to achieve equal rights
for all homosexually orieQt,ed indiviquals
.... We advocate:

REACT!!
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intro 2-A
Andrew Kopkind broadcast this commentary on WBCN on May 27, following
the defeat of Intro 2 --A :
·The defeat of the New York City Coun
cil bill prohibiting discrimination against
- homosexuals is a victory for the forces of
reaction, repression and unreason, Activists in the areas of minority, civil rights as
well as sexual liberation have been trying
for years to get the city council to guarantee equal rights to all citizens, regardless
of irrelevent considerations of sexual orientation. This year, the bill finally cleared its
most important committee hurdle . Its supporters assumed that the city council would
formally pass the bill. But they reckoned
without understanding the deep hysteria
which grips certain benighted sectors of
the society when it comes to human freedom. In particular, they underestimated
the deep antipathy of the Roman Catholic
hierarchy in America to the movements
of personal liberation: liberation for wommen, for homosexuals, for those who are
trying to remove the shackles of authoritarianism which the organized church
represents. There were many Catho1ics in
New York City in favor of the bill, whch
would do nothing more radical than secure
rights in employment, education, public
accommodations and housing to all citizens. These ai:e rights which are supposed
to be unalienable , but of course have been
alienated and obliterated by repressive
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holf through dona t ions and half throug h 9 % interest bearing loons of 12, 18 and 24 mo nths duration.
This money will be used lo defray office and staff costs for the next six months while the quality, size ,
and circulation of GCN is improved , bringing you a better GCN .
Additional information on GCN's " Make It Happen " campaign appears in issue No. 35 , Feb. 23. .
The box on the front page shows the campaign progress lo date. We need your help. Please send in
coupon below today .
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YES, I'll "MAKE IT HAPPEN"
D Here is my contribution of $ _ _ __
D I will volunteer my services to help raise money.
D Enclosed are my ideas on ways to raise money to Make It Happen.
D Here is my loan of $- - - - ($100 min .) for _ _ (12, 18, 24) months.

D Send me further information on loans.
Nome _ __ __ __
Address _ _
State, Zip _ _

_ __ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _~ _

_ __ _ __ __ _ _ __

_

_ __

_ __ _ __

_
_

_ _ __ __ __

_ _ __

_

_ _ __ _ _ _ __ __

_

_

_ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __

Telephone _ __ __

_

_ __

IMPORTANT, Please address responses to:
"MAKE IT HAPPEN"
GCN
22 Bromfield St.
!lo\lon. Mass. 02108
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Due to space limitations, the Gay Community News cannot print all Letters to the Editor. The GCN reserves the right to edit all
letters received. Because of the volume of
letters we ask that writers be as brief as
possible, and we will try to print a wide variety of letters, covering all issues.

Dear Editor,

Enclose check or money order payable to "Gay Community News" or "GCN";
do NOT send cash through the mail.
All copies sent in sealed, no-peek envelope.

NEWS

governments and religious institutions
since· America began. But it was the pow:er
of the church itself, and especially the
bigoted assaults of the bill by New York's
Cardinal Cooke that frightened City Councilors into sudden opposition. The Cardinal
and his super rich clique of bishops and
priests was not alone in their adventure
in intolerance; they were joined by orthodox Jewish Rabbis, who cited ancient
Talmudic texts and grotesque male chauvinist rituals to convince New York Jews
to oppose the civil rights measure. The
· Rabbis and the priests in this instance
imitated the age old crusades of religious
fanatics against those who seek to live in
freedom and peace. Terrified, sexually
up-tight groups-like the New York firemen also opposed the bill, which clearly
threatened the purity of their sexual domination. But is was the organized Catholic Church which must bear the most
serious blame, for this new affront to
human dignity. My own disgust at the
abuse of the Church's political power
and its complicity with government
authoritarianism evoked for me that
devastating epigram by the eighteenth
century French philosopher of the
enlightenment, Diderot, who said,
"And mankind shall not be free until
the last king is strangled with the entrails
of the last priest."

In a recent May issue of GCN there appeared an article titled "The Gay Travel or:
Florida" by John Graves which was in error. In the article the following statement
was made: "Gay Liberation Groups do not
seem to have made much progress , even at
the few area colleges. " This was a fallacious
statement to say the least , and a statement
which does great disservice to those who
are in fact involved in the Gay liberation
struggle in this area , not to mention the
fa ct that it .vas also demoralizing.
I personally have been active in that
struggle in South Florida for the last three
years... a long tim e before the " Gay Traveler' '
bu zzed in and buzzed out. I am very fa miliar
with others in this area who also have been
active in the Gay Liberatio n struggle.
Two groups of peopl e that peopl e mi~t
want to contact when they come to this
area are:
Stonewall Newsletter Comn1ittee
P.O. Box 2084
Hollywood , Florida 33020

I

All letters must be signed and include the
signer's address and telephone number _before they can be considered for publtcat1on.
This information is for verification purposes
and will remain confidential, names being
withheld at the writer's request.

•
naz1s
GCN, etc.

I am appaled to learn that the Hay Area
R eporter has been publishing Nazi recruitment a_ds. It is even more infuriating that
this is happening wi th the support of the
R eporter and with the closing of that newspaper's pages to prot ests against this ad.
All of this is most ironic , for Nazi Germany was probably the most hom ophobic
society in history. Among the twelve million people systematically exterminated
in the death camps were over 100,000 homosexuals. These were the ultimate undermenschen, condemned to wear the pink
Southern Gay Liberator
triangle, subject to constant abuse and rape
P.O. Box 2118
other inmates, inflicted with the most
by
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
hideous tortures that the guards could deIn Gay Struggle,
vise. Few survived.
The story is not well known. One of the
.
Joel Starkey
Boca Raton, Flori da greatest tradgedies is that we have been denied our own history; instead, we are presented with garbage like Visconti's The Damned,
whose innuendo links Naziism with homosexuality, child molestation, and mother
rape. I highly recommend Jim Steakley's
article "Homosexuals and the Third Reich,' '
which appeared in The Body Politic , no. 11,
(available at the Red Book Store in Cambridge).
John Kyper

resurre-cti on

letters ...
soledad
r
Dear Beautiful People,

I was just sitting here thinking how much
I 'enjoy receiving.GCN so I decided to drop
a few lines in gratitude. I have presently had
the pleasure of reading, several times in fact,
about ten issues of your fantastic publication
and find it the best gay work I've had the
benefit of perusing. It really helps to keep
me informed on what's happening. I hope
one day to be able to subscribe, but till then
hope you'll continue your generosity to a
prisoner that really digs you.
Peace and love always,
Dale James Cone,
Soledad, California

•
ID

cartoon

love?

In love? Henry Griumbaum, Assistant
Professor of Psychology at Harvard UniDear GCN,
versity is compiling data for a study on
human nature and romantic love. GriumRuby the Razor is a caterpillar who has
emerged from the cocoon of "sanity" to be- baum has done a study with heterosexual
come a beautiful butterfly riding the free i couples but feels his research would not
be an honest, complete study without
winds of imagination. If some find her
also including homosexual couples. He is
"irrelevant", this only confirms that wointerested in the phenomenon of love
men will always be losers when judged by
only-not
in analyzing or comparing
male artistic standards. In short, Ruby is
which lifestyle is more compatible for
the kind of character I enjoy reading arlove to happen or grow. A questionnaire
ound 4 am before I join my dearest love
with such questions as "How do you
in perfect Lesbian togetherness.
define love?, How do you know when
With kosmic affection,
you are in love?, How does love affect
The Lavender Pterodactyl
1

GCN is doing a comprehensive survey of V.
D. treatment for Gay People in the New
England area. We would appreciate our
readers sending the following information

IN A CLASS
BY ITSELF
There's really only ONE place to
stay in Provincetown-

The

CAPER
Inn

Swimming Pool (pool boys)
Luxurious apartments and roams
Our own parking area

1) Are there any special V.D. services for
gays in your area?
·
2) If not, do the general facilities treat gays
with dignity?
3) Is the V.D. info confidential?
4) Do minors need their parent's permission for treatment?
Please send this information as soon as
possible, and you will be doing your sisters and brothers a great service. Mail to :

And very SP,ecial
DISCOUNTS in June

Satya
c/o GCN
22 Bromfield Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02146

The CAPER Inn

14 Mechanic St.
Provincetown, Ma. 02657
Tel. (617) 487-1777

liSten to

LESBIAN S
FOSTER TV

CLOSETSPACE

sundays at 10=30 A.M.
WCAS - 740 on the A.M. dial

And very special
DISCOUNTS in June

'

The Homophile Unio~ of Boston announced May 22 that it will begin lobbying
efforts to attempt to resurrect S.1585, a
bill prohibiting general discrimination on
the basis of sex or sexual preference, from
the Senate Rules Committee, where it has
been since it was buried there on April 18.
David Brill, HUB's chief lobbyist, said that
Sen. Robert Hall (R-Lunenberg) and Sen.
John M. Quinlan (R-Norwood) have agreed
to sponsor and second, respectively, a motion to bring S. f 585 out of the Rules Committee if we can guarantee them the 20
votes needed to do it.
Thirteen votes were received for the
measure last month, and Sen. Quinlan makes
it 14. Pressure is being applied to the following Senators who were known to have
been "on the fence", last month regarding
the bill: Anna Buckley, Brockton; William
Photo by Ed Braverman L. Saltonstall, Manchester; Walter J. Boverini, Lynn ; Ronald_C. MacKenzie, Burlington;
John F. Parker, Ta_unton, '.he is under pres•
sure from teh Republican leadership); and
William M. Bulger of South Boston {his district has recently been altered and now inyour life in different ways?" is given to
. eludes all of the Back Bay, Beacon Hill, and
participants. The answers will be comthe South End).
piled by Griumbaum to give an accurate
account of the phenomenon of love,
what it is, and how it happens. Grium,
baum feels he is acting only as a recorder of couples' feelings, that he does
not plan to evaluate or criticize. He
just want s to know why some people
find someone they want to live with,.
with whom they're in love .
Griumbaum is asking for volunteers
from the gay community who are living together and are in love. $5 will be
paid to each couple who participates to
I
cover any transportation costs-. ConfidPHILADELPHIA- •In a rare gay foster
entiality is exhibited. Anyone who
home placement, a judge has placed a
would like to participate is asked to con15-year-old male transvestite in the
t~ct Prof. Griumbaum at RE4-6118 or
home of a lesbian couple. The judge
write to him in care of Cambridge Hosinvolved evidently did not know that
pital, 1493 Cambridge Street, Cambridge,
the new parents are gay but that the
Mass. as soon as possible.
agency which arranged the placement
was aware of the situation.
Dennis Foster, who handled the case
In Provincetown come visit
said that, '·we want to demonstrate that
it is possible to make what judges considVIC.TO~A HOUSE.
er a 'proper placement' with gay couples.'
Five Standish Street 02657
1 (617) 487-1319
Foster, who took the case as part of his
Single & double rooms
prison ministry with the local
MetroContinental breakfast
Aefrrgerators
politan Community Church, said that,
·'the boy had spent time in straight fos
ter homes but they didn' t work out.
Most of the arrangements are set up badly, with little understanding of the youth's
situation.,.
Foster said that the youth had been
basically living on the streets for the
past four years and had been arrested I 0
times on mino_r charges. The new couple
is seen as excellent. One of the new parents is a registered nurse with experience
in mental hygiene and has a son of the
same age. Without knowledge of the parents homosexuality, the judge decided that
they qualified. According to Foster, the
youth was so happy when he found out
that the new parents were gay that he
cried.

MEDICAL PROBLEMS?
COME TO

"GAY HEALTH NIGHT"
at FENWAY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
~
16 Haviland Street, Boston • 267-7573
EVERY WEDNESDAY 6 :30-9:30 P.M .
for MEDICAL HELP (V.D. inc.) FOR GAY MEN and WOMEN
co-sponsored by H.C.H.S., 266-5477

Watch for

The Gay Cruise-Aider: Part 4
Suburban & Rural Massachusetts
coming soon in GCN
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THE BLACK -GAY :
BLACK

EXPOSURE

GAY

by L. A. Carter
(No . 1 in a series on the Black community)

usned unitorm weights and measures, improved the administration of justice and built
schools . which proved to be such intellectual
centers, they drew scholars from Europe and
Asia. The cities of Timbuktu and Jenne housed
the most impressive of these centers. Africans
had also made significant advances in writing
and languages. There were the hieroglyphics
of Egypt. Other alphabets produced several languages; some of these being Swahili which
was used along the East African coast and
Arabic which was used along the west coast.
Africans were responsible for some remarkable
folk literature derived from their oroverbs and
sayings. Folk literature to the African is like history is to us today. Es-Sadi wrote Tarikh-esSoudan, which is a history of Sudan and Tarikh-el-Fettach written by Kati are to mention
only a few of the great African writers. In time
these writings and other folk literature of Africa
would spread to many parts of the world.
Art, especially sculptures in wood, clay,
ivory and metals was virtually a part of every
village. Music was played on flutes, guitars,
zithers, horns, drums and other instruments.
Drums were used for entertainment, dramas
and dancing, for political and religious ceremonies and for communication. There were social
and religious r,ites that only those who belonged to could understand.
Most Africans were farmers and or cattle
grazers and were experts in agriculture. More
so than the Europeans. Africans even in the sixteenth century were in the advanced stages of
producing metallic and cloth goods. Some experts say that iron was first discovered by Africans. And although their religion was not Christianity, they were not lacking one. For centuries
they merely relied on their own special brand of
theology to explain the mysteries of the universe and their destiny as human beings. Each
group had their own views, thus giving them
many different religions. Unfortunately the Europeans mistook these unfamiliar religious prac!ices for heathenism; or worse barbarism.
This is a mini review of my peoples' ancient
culture. But enough to show how such brilliant,
intelligent and resourceful people did not warrant the degradation and dehumanizing treatment thrust upon them which they were to endure and pass down to their descendants,
which is still a plague even today.
Let's move further up in history to our grandparents, parents and our time. That's right;
degradation, abuse, demoralization, oppression, suppression in the areas of education,
socialization and just plain living existed then,
they do now and as I see it, will in the future.
Lynchings for meager infractions of the law;
White Man's Law that said a black man
couldn't speak to a white woman. Or black children killed or burned alive because they didn't
say "Yes Mam" or "Yes Sir" to a white child his
own age. And this only touches on the subject.
It's said that the black man of today is not
refined. That he doesn't care for good music
like Bach and the rest of the classics. But when
did he have the opportunity to acquire a taste
for this? You grew up going to symphonies and
plays where you could acquire a taste. But
there were signs that stated "No Negroes." So
while you were at your fine operas we had to
be someplace else. We were. On the stoops
~nd hangin~ on the corners in the trashy, rat
infested neighborhoods where the white man .,x

This article is in no way meant to rebuke or
criticize any one sect of' people. Its intent is to
do exactly as the title suggests: Expose the
Black Gay Community to the White Gay Community.
I would think that the Gay Movement, being
a minority in itself, with all the pressing and aggravating issues upon us today, would welcome all the contributions and moral support it
could muster. Yet only a handful of Blacks are
there. Don't you wonder why? Henceforth I will
attempt to enlighten you .
There are two basic reasons why Blacks
are absent from not only the movement but social and cultural functions as well.
(1) We have our own oppressions to
deal with as Blacks in a White Straight
Society.
(2) Being gay, we try to forget our
Black oppressions and go nestle with
our gay sisters and brothers; knowing
there we will find contentment. But this
society, also predominantly white, tends
to suppress us as much as White
Straight Society.
Conclusion: DOUBLE OPPRESSION.
Giving the matter much consideration,
have rationalized (I cari be rational sometimes)
the problem this way ... White people are ignorant .. . Don't misunderstand me. I didn't say
you were an ignoramus (a hopelessly ignorant
people). But where the Black issue is conearned, you are ignorant (knowing little or nothing; uninformed; unilware). Feel better? So
being, I will introdu~ you to your Black Gay
Sisters and Brothers.
The best way to begin is to give you some
education about our cuiture stemming from ancient times. I wish I was a Nikki Giovanni,
Gwendolyn Brooks, James Baldwin or any one
of the numerous and talented Black poets or
writers. But I'm a mere me who can only tell it
like it is the only way I know how. There will be
no fancy or impressive words .. Just plain talk.
When Europeans discovered the value of
purchasing and selling Africans in the New
World, they gave little notice or heed to the
kind of people they were enslaving. Europeans
theorized, that coming from a pagan land with
little or no exposure to the ethical precepts of
Christianity, Africans could be rigidly disciplined
and morally and spiritually degraded for the
sake of stability. Trying to defend and justify
their actions, the exploiters told themselves
and others that Africans deserved nothing better than slavery, that the Africans had been
cursed by God and their color was a sign of
that curse. They further theorized that Africans
were heathens and therefore lay outside the
normal protection that Christianity and civilization should give. Moreover they convinced
themselves that the Africans were indeed fortunate to be brought under the influence of an
advanced Christian society, even if it was under slavery. All of these rationalizations excused the Europeans from taking a closer look
at the true African culture, which they did indeed possess an abundance of.
For -example: By the time the Europeans
even arrived in this affluent land, the African
people has long since solved the basic problems of government. One of Africa's greatest
rulers, Askia Muhammad had already estab¥,#ilf,# ¥W-## • .,,.lf'#######.,,._• .,,,.,,.,., ~ . , ~ ~~··¥¥.lit-
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had locked us, singing songs of the only caliber
we knew: blues written by people who had
known so much hardship, that to keep from
' breaking they spilled it out in song . The blues,
cause that's all they've known. And when we
really want to forget, we sing our fast songs
and dance and drink and just have a merry
_time to get the white suppressiveness of the
day off our backs. You call our songs loud and
wild, we call them escapism. The white man
has conditioned us· to keep this mechanism
alive generation after generation. So don't
blame us if this is the only character we portray. Because this all most of us know and
have ever known.
You grow up, determined to get a decent
education and remove yourself and your loved
ones, your old Mother and Father who . have
struggled long and hard for you, out of this hell
As it's only fair to give in return what we
hole into someplace decent. You want to see
expect to receive, I urge my Black Gay sisters
your younger sister and brother have it easier
and brothers to try to accept our White Gay sisthan you did at their age: But what happens?
ters and brothers. It's hard when you know that
Some bigot starts telling you where you can or
for centuries your people have suffered miscannot go to school; if he tells you you can at
justice and cruelty. When you've been brainall .
washed and belittled into believing that your
If they could feel the swelling glands in your
worth is nothing. When you've been-denied acthroat, the sweating hands and aching head
cess and opportunity to the necessary and finer
from holding back tears of disgust a~~ conthings in life such as education, employment,
fusion of knowing that you are qual1f1ed for
dwelling, social and cultural environment and
many other opportunities which would then and
those schools. The white man has always said
only then render you an equal member of this
that the black man is lazy, shiftless and dumb
society. These are several very understandable
and doesn't want to learn. That's not true. We
reasons for blacks to be leery of accepting
want to learn and have so much to offer to this
whites. Whites have only had one reason all
society. But we don't get many chances to do
these years; the color of our skins. But let's enso. And I'm not referring to the "Tokenisms"
gage in a mutual attempt to rid at least our gay
we've received . Or what we took by force. I'm
community of the malignancy that has eaten
inclined to believe that the white man is afraid
to give us every fair chance due us for fear that
away at our country for so long. Too long. We
if he·does give us complete freedom, a hell of a
may not be able to forget but we can possibly
learn to forgive. Accept the fact that our generlot of whites may have to stand aside or get
back.
ation didn't start this mess in the first place.
Why should we continue it? If we would all
I started this article to give you some ex(black and white) refuse to let old tales, biposure on the Black Gay. But I felt it important
that before you met the Black Gay, you should
gotries and beliefs of our parents, grandparents
meet the black individual himself and learn
and those before them, infiltrate our society,
something about him. As I said in 1 the beginthere could be a meeting of the minds.
In closing I'd like to make a suggestion .
ning, being black and gay presents a double
Let's you and I do something about the situproblem. As a black, suffering from social opation. Let's come together, Black and White
pression is one thing, because it's left most
and Gay. Maybe we can do something to help
blacks exactly as the white man intended the whole stinking world. Let's seek to learn
that is, with no self confidence or respect for
more about each other. Learn to enjoy one anhimself, no sense of belonging: mute, frightother's culture. Just because yours isn't what
ened, confused and unliberated. As a gay mine is, doesn't make yours right and mine
rejection in both areas.
wrong and the same applies to us. Let's learn
It would be so wonderful to not only me but
to live together and play together. When there
to many Black Gays that I know, if we could
frequent the gay bars and affairs and if some _ are social and· cultural functions strive to make
them both black and white oriented . Come into
fancy happens to catch your eye, feel free to
our neighborhood sometimes and accept us
approach them and maybe "get over" if it weinto yours openly. I won.'t say that matters will
ren 't for the feeling that you had better not or
be settled overnight, but I'm willing to bet that 1f
tl)at you will be rejected because you're Black.
Gay Love is in the game, it's bound to be a
_I-saw chalked on a subway wall one day these
words, "Black is Beautiful, but White is Cleawinner.
"LOVE SHALL STILL BE LORD OF ALL."
ner." Well that's the way you often make us
feel; as if we were dirt. ·Thus inciting us to
shrink back and away as we have from life.
. Help us attain a feeling of belonging some•
where. With you our gay friends. Not our White
friends but our gay friends. We shouldn't have
123 Charles St.
to ask for it. We were born Americans and huMen's Clothing
Hand Made Shirts
man beings the same as you and we are en10 percent discount on any purchase.with this
titled to _
everything the same as you.
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The View ,i:n.orn the Closet
by A. Nolder Gay
FORMS OF SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT V:
GAV SYMBOLISM
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"Today the subway, tomorrow the Citgo
sign." So proudly proclaims Gay Media Action,
in its current imaginative effort to popularize a
new visual symbol of gay pride, the lavender
rhino. Yet the rhino is only the latest in a series
of symbols by which gays have identified themselves to each other and to the world. In recent
years, as gays have become more visible, they
have created symbols which have gradually intruded upon the consciousness of the straight
world - the lambda, for instance, or the linked
male-male and female-female biological signs,
or MCC's chi-rho cross.
But the rhino campaign may become the
biggest consciousness-raising effort yet in the
area of social engagement through symbolization. Symbols, wrote the late theologian
Paul Tillich, point beyond themselves. · The
rhino as symbol carries a burden of meanings
which may indeed prove too weighty even for
that animal's capacious back. It is lavender, a
mixture of "feminine" pink and "masculine"
blue. It is "much maligned and misunderstood ,"
we are told; a peaceloving animal who, nonetheless, should not be crossed. (I might add
that the beast is protected by law against extermination, something which can hardly be
said of gays!)
.
It will, if the MBTA hassle can be satisfactorily resolved, appear in three incarnations: as
one of six similar beasts (roughly proportionate
to the gay fraction of the population) ; as a lonely animal slowly emerging from the closet (itsel! a symbol, though a rather oppressive one,
which one can ass.ume has some prior public
recognition); and finally in the midst of a diver-
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Because I am not a critic - at least in the
sense in which I understand that word - I
don't feel that opinions about works of art are
especially interesting. Ideas, seldom advanced
and even less frequently comprehended, require more time and patience to elaborate, and
anyone reading this who is a working artist
knows precisely how boring critics are. Whether the critic works for Artforum, the Village
Voice, The New Yorker or something smalltime like The Real Paper, his voice, with rare
exceptions, is that of someone incapable of
doing art himself .. Critics of literature are contemptuous of literature; film critics hate films;
art critics, by and large, can't stand art.
Since I like many kinds of art, I feel slightly
ill at ease writing about art. I am afraid of misrepresenting the works of art themselves, of
misreading what an artist may tell me about
himself or his work, and, in all candor, of sacrificing most of what I really think in order to
bang out something pithy to meet a deadline.
This preface to another pithy column is, I
feel , quite necessary.
Several water-color paintings by the Boston-based artist, Anthony Calloway, are
presently on view at the Charles Meetinghouse
Gallery. The show is a two-man show; the other artist, George Martins, has a display of oils.
Both artists are interesting, extremely proficient
in their chosen media, and their works in this
show indicate similar preoccupations. Their
treatment of pop iconography is, however, radically different. Martin's Garbo, for example, is
based on the photograph that appeared on the
cover of -John Bainbridge's biography of that
screen star - a stark, enigmatic Garbo, whose
face is so familiar that Martin's translation of it
forces the viewer to consider why "she turned
her back on stardom/because she wanted to
be alone."* Similarly, Dietrich in a top hat, holding a ci_garette between languid fingers, gazes
a trifle too knowingly. The largest of Martin's
pictures, Taylor, is, for me, th~ real Elizabeth

sity of creatures in the "peaceable .kingdom," a
historically powerful symbol which goes back in
the American artistic conscousness at least to
the early 19th century Quaker primitive, Edward Hicks.
In the interim, Boston gays have seized
upon the' animal in the form of buttons and
even of T-shirts, and the campaign is receiving
favorable local media coverage. A gigantic
rhino (rumored to be a couple of miles long and
carried by a cast of thousands) is to be featured in the Gay Pride Week parade. Another
feature of that week will be the unveiling of a
wall-sized rhino on the exterior of a South End
house. And already one sees rhino buttons in
the damndest places (would you believe High
Street in Charlestown?). It may yet be the dashiki of the gay liberation movement.
I have kicked in my $1 O for a series of three.
subway ads and bought a button, though I can't
yet bring myself to wear it in public. (I rationalize my poltroonery by saying that buttons are a
young person's thing, and it is never easy for
an aging dog like myself to pick up young tricks
. .. but I digress) . Yet something within me responds to the power of the symbol when I see
one on the lapel of a younger brother or sister
along Charles Street or wherever. Welling up
inside comes the gut reaction: "I love you, for
you are teaching me something important. I am
at your side in spirit and in secret, though not
yet openly and in the flesh . Some day I will
~~ak, and tell you how much I owe to you. But
11 1s enough at present for you to remind me,
through the breezy symbol you wear and the
look of assurance on your face , that the world
is indeed beautiful, and that I am your brother."
All hail, rhino! Out of your closet and into
the subways! Maybe by the time we rent the

Citgo sign . . .
Taylor
grotesque, metallic, technologically
beautiful: a visage upon which lipstick seems
the only genuine flesh. Two other canvases are
portraits of Billie Holliday, and one of them, executed entirely in black-white-gray, is terrible
and moving: it is also, I might add, subtly so.
Anthony Calloway also paints pictures
whose subject is Garbo. Another star who appears frequently in his work is Petulia Clarke.
Galloway's style is rather stringently Art
Nouveau ; his inspiration here is the great
Czech decorative painter, Alphonse Mucha,
whose posters for Sarah Bernhardt's appearance in Sardou's Gismonda launched Mucha
as the most popular artist of La Belle Epoque:
the fanciful Metro entraces of Paris were designed by Mucha, whose sole rival in overembellishment is the architect Gaudi. To a lesser extent, Anthony Calloway has been influ~nc~ by Beardsley (where Beardsley was
being kind to his subject) . Galloway's Garbos
are outgoing, in the manner of enchanted princesses. (Some of Galloway's pictures in this
show are illustrations for The Sleeping Beauty.) _Ornament around the figures is precise,
again extremely stylized. (In two instances the
framing of the profile, for better or worse is cir?ular, giving the ~fleet of Garbo or Clarke' peeping through a ship porthole.) Especially seductive are the- yellows and greens in an untitled
portrait of Pet Clarke - whose face is the PreRaphaelite dream come true.
The ~os! impressive thing about Anthony
Calloway s pictures 1s that every hint of topical
or tre~y appe~I has been either ignored or, .
more likely, slwced out. This artist wants to
paint pretty pictures and does so. What I find
extraordinary is that the pictures neither lack expressiven~ss rior play to the public's craving for
no_
s_talg1a: instead ; they demonstrate the possib1l1t1es of design and the transposition of old
forms as incursions into a very changed era.
A final note : decorative art, for those who
feel content w fth the perjorative 'camp' as the
name for much of what is lovely in our increasingly grotesque country, is the art with which a
pleasant ,environment is, created. If Anthony
Calloway s pictures are decorative,' they are .
still more appealing to the eye than a rhinocerous of any color. And they are far less unconsciously camp.
*Raymond Douglas Davies, "Celluloid Heroes."
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Gays and Sci-Fi
by satya
This one's for you, all you science friction
freaks. Did you ever read a Sci Fi novel and
feel that the author was really writing about
what it's like to be gay? How about Clarke's
Childhood's End where strange beings are
born to "straight" parents, and no one really understands how or why. This theme is a common one in the Sci Fi circuit.
Stan by A. E. Van Vogt tells of a strange .
and rare breed of beings who have their own
subculture, but must remain incognito, because
the "straights" are out to exterminate them. (I
use the word "straight" to denote any group in
power which cannot tolerate differences in any
form .)
A really outstanding new Sci Fi novel that
you should look into is by Isaac Asimov. Titled
The Gods Themselves, this book tells of a
world that is " peopled" by e111ergy creatures.
These creatures have no physical bodies, and
exist in a different physical dimension than their
human counterparts. Gay people and any women will really get off on the episodes where the

NEW!!

sex lives of these energy creatures is described. In that world, three beings must get to~ether to produce an offspring. Having no bodies, subtler levels of sexual pleasure are introduced (it's called melting), but with problems
similar to those with which embodied creatures
must wrangle.
Enjoyable to read, The Gods Themselves
deals matter-of-factly with homosexuality
among these energy creatures. One of the
main characters is a "female type" energy
creature "."ho refuses to fit into her given role,
and she 1s promptly ostracized by the others
· and given the derogatory name of "Left-Em." I
won 't go into-the meaning and derivation of this
word, but suffice it to say that in our world,
Dyke is used similarly by the heterosexuals.
The experience of being different is often
broug_ht out with compassion and deep unders!an~1ng through the vehicle of Sci Fi. Why not
give 11 a try? Reality is all within your mind any-

way.

FISHERMAN'S COYE
ROOMS & APTS.

Corydon QUERIES, a biweekly
column of letters from gays about
problems or situations connected
with being gay in this society. Cory-,
don is a long-time gay activist with
professional experience in education and coul')seling. See GCN issue 47, May 18, for a full explanation.
Get those letters in! Corydon,
c /o GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston
02108.

COTTAGE RESTAURANT
DICK & HORACE
145• t 49 COMMERCIAL ST.
P.O. BOX 485 GCN

PROVINCnOWN, MASS. 02657
617-417- 1997

V

We Need You
in the New England Gay
Pride Parade

Unite New England Gays in a show.
ing of solidarity and strength; and
celebrating our happiness 1n being
gay and proud.
Gay Mothers and Fathers - Come and March
with your Children.
Take part in the multi-unit, 100 foot long Lavender Rhino.
The Parade will _end with a festival on Boston
Common where we can all be together sharing food, drink, crafts, entertainment and
each other.
Parade begins Saturday, June 22 at Noon in
Copley Square, Boston.
For further information contact:
Bernie Toale, 43-45 Hano St., Boston, Mass. 02134
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100 FLOWERS
BOOKSTORE
quality paperbacks, poetry readings, children's
books, used books, Sf"!lall press books and
periodicals.

186 Hampshire St.
547-1691
Inman Sq., Cambridge
Mon.-Sat. 10-9

Sun. l-0

An alternative Cambridge
bookstore '- coine browse
•.. have a cup of coffee ...
read a book ...

GAY
PHOTO
STUDIO
Singles-couples-etc.

Portfolios $65

DANIEL:• 277-2484
' 267-5085

r

HAND CRAFTED, CUSTOM LEATHER S&M, B&D GEAR adds zest
. to guys' nights. Top quality, Fast
delivery, Reasonable prices. Complete, illustrated Catalog only $2 .00.
Send today with name, address and
Zip, plus age. Catalog mailed same
day your request is received.
~

TANTALUS
P.O. Box 9052-G, JFK Sta.
•

'\ •

Bost.on, Mass.

02114

THE GAY GUY'S GUIDE
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cussions. The pace was fast, the timing accurate, and the cast worked well as an ensemble.
But did Brecht work? A violent episode: coolies
are horse-whipped, the comrade humiliated, to
the accompaniment of chanted maxims and
sardonic songs; one's mind still reeiing, the action abruptly halts, and the Head Commissioner, a stern woman with penetrating gaze confronts the audience in an icy voice: "What do
you think the younger comrade's motivations
were?" "Do you think he was right?" Already
exhausted by a previous "audience participation" production, I imagined I had been suddenly transported back in time to Prof. Csizevska's class, quaking in the back row, hoping
beyond hope that she wouldn't call on me
today.
Brecht's didactic point, that social change
can be effected only by "anger and toughness,
knowledge and outrage, . .. cold patience, endless anguish ... " is hard to argue with, but his
particular example makes it problematical. The
execution is expedient in the largest context:
bringing the Revolution to China, relieving millions from suffering, yet Brecht does not discuss alternatives or implications of the execution. Seeing the play in a week full of the gory
consequences of expediency as seen from the
point of view of various groups' "higher context, " Brecht's stern and unequivocal lesson is
diluted. It almost goes without saying that the
questions raised, on a less cosmic but more
personal level., are relevant to the gay movement as well.

THEATRE
REVIEW

"Let a hundred flowers bloom,
let a hundred thoughts contend ."

Review of THE MEASURES TAKEN by Bertolt
Brecht. Music by Hans Eisler. The Shaliko
Company at the Charles Street Meetinghouse,
May 15-19.

by Craig Thiersch
Four agitators sent from Moscow to instruct
the Chinese workers in the lessons of Communism and revolution explain the execution of a
younger comrade before a tribunal of the Control Commission. Their defense for his death
consists of acting out short episodes in which
the zeal of the younger comrade invariably outstrips his caution, and he makes many mistak~
es detrimental to the workers' movement.
These are tolerated, as the Commission quotes
from Lenin : "Smart is not he who makes no
mistakes, but knows how to correct them quickly." But the younger comrade lost his cover, endangering the entire movement, and they were
left with no alternative but to execute him and
destroy his body before the police found hiin; to
which he himself agreed. The Commission concedes they had acted rightly.
In typical Brecht fashion, minimized staging,
maximized audience involvement break down
the fonnal play atmosphere: the episodes are
punctuated by chants, songs, and audience dis-
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by vince paleo

Every so often a juicy little flick comes popping along which gives yours truly the opportunity to opinionate about the goings-on in this
great, beautiful, trusting land of ours . . .
The Conversation is the right film, at the
· right place, at the right time. It's the type of motion picture that, if released five years ago,
would have been shoved aside as science fietion fluff, and God help us, if society doesn't
change for the better, will surely be "outlawed"
by the Orwellian Society of 1984.
'
This is Francis Ford Coppola's best film to
date. It is an oulstanding documentation about
a professional surveillance expert played with
brilliance by Gene Hackman. Hackman is superb as a zombie-like modern day throwback to
the Old West gun-for-hire.
The Conversation is as up-to-date as tomorrow's headlines. A thrilling suspense movie. A
cracker-jack crime mystery. A film which makes
alt too much sense in today's post-Watergate
climate. It is a movie originally conceived by
Coppola in 1966, when he was as yet unknown, and the idea of a movie about a professional surveillance expert was considered a big
joke by top executives at Seven Arts and Warner Brothers.
I remember when Z was released several
years ago. The commotion of controversy it,
caused. In particular I recall this one chapter in
the novel which is my own life, when I was
roaming the night life of Harvard Square . . .
Wasn't a very zesty night. Gaiety wasn't in the
air. The Vietnam Conflict hung in the black sky
like a deadened weight.
I strolled into the Waldorf Cafeteria. Not

women
seeing too many movies."
Ah, but the movies. Really, at moments like
this I enjoy talking about the movies. Moview
like The Conversation . 'Cause a film like this
visually shows us what we've come to. Teases
our intellects. Can there be change? Does the
Boot - Big Brother - have to be on our
backs? Enrages the spirit to cause change.
In an ironic way, America is better for Watergate. Better for Nixon. being exposed as a tax
evader. Better for all the indictments against
Nixon's top lieutenants ... Through these, and
other incidents, America has come face to face
with itself. We see what we've become.
We can now better appreciate those Long
Hairs pointing at that big Z lettered on that brick
wall in Harvard Square. Better comprehend the
consequences of a majority of a citizenry who
are blatantly complacent.
Tragically so. The Conversation is breathing, living, . day to day reality. Big Brother is
snooping. Spying. Computerizing. Putting its
fat, federal nose where it doesn't belong. The
way to get rid of Big Brother is by laws. The
way to instigate laws is an aroused citizenry
clamoring their elected political leaders for
change.
America's main enemy today isn't from without, but from within. Corruption allowed to
spr!=)ad through the American fiber like a cancer, wilt destroy America as we once lived it.
The winds of change are in the air. Unless I'm
mistaken, the sleeping colossus termed the Silent Majority is aroused . Unless I'm mistaken,
the Silent Majority now appreciate the significance of a 1984.
1984? God helo us . . .

very crowded for 8:45 at night. Some middle
aged people, a cluster here and there of Long
Hairs, a bitter-tasting cup of coffee and a stale
piece of pound cake were my companions.
And across the street some more long hairs
were pointing at the brick wall for the passing
cars to look at. On the brick wall was painted a
big letter Z. Z represented something - ancient Greek for "he is alive." And these long '
hairs wanted the passing stream of chrome
and headlight to stop and look. The cars
wouldn't. The ignitions were set on go. Cars
are inanimate objects subject to the caprice
and turn of the key of their masters.
The cars kept on going. And the long hairs
kept on pointing at that big letter Z graffitied on
the brick wall. And we in the cafeteria all looked. And then a slight verbal contest began in
the Waldorf . . . No, I can't give you the exact
word by word account of- what was said be- .
tween this group of Long Hairs sitting a few tables away, and this middle-aged couple sitting
across from them.
The words were not all that choice. Some
contained four letters. And my mind is not a
computer. Not a computer like the kind which
was written about a few weeks ago. That government computer which had all that info about
those thousands of Americans considered "undesirable."
·
But the conversation between these two
warring factions at the Waldorf cafeteria that
night can be summed up like this: Youth trying
like hell to light a fire under Middle America to
"wake up before it's too late" ; and Middle America telling-it-like-it-is with, "Hippy, you've been
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A survey of coverage by the "Straight" press
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the Harkness dance suprised even its sponsors and brought Harvard's gay liveration
mo;ement fo a new level of enthusiasm ..."

New York Times, May 19, pg. 49:
"HOMOSEXUALS URGED TO BE
.
OVEI~.T;" by Peter Kihss.
Boston Phoenix, May 28, pg. 6: David
'A new study of homosexual men in the
O'Brian says that "Redistricting of the
The Harvard Independent, May 16, pg. 6:
United States, the Netherlands, and DenHouse has given Boston two new districts
"HOMOSEXUALS AT HARVARD/On
mark has found their 'psychological well
and right now it looks as if those seats will
Being Gay at Harvard: Is It Anyone's Busbeing' as good as other men's and urges that
be filled this fall by a black and a woman.
iness?" By Jill Abramson. "Gay life at Harhomosexuals 'end their tradition of silence'
One of the districts is made up, basically,
vard University has remained largely an "Unto fight discrimination.
of Ward 8 and the only announced can~ ,.
. derground" affair. Yet in the past two years
The study by Dr. Martin S. Weinberg, a
didated, St~phen Wise and Leon Rock, are
gay activists movements have sprung up at
professor of sociology at Indiana University
both black.
colleges.all over the East. At Columbia Uniat Bloomington, and Dr. Colin J. Williams,
The other new district covers Kenmore
versity in New York the Gay Activists Allassociate professor at Indiana University-·
Square, B.U. and part of the Fenway and
iance has more members than any other
Purdue University at Indianapolis, is being
the announced candidates, Elaine Noble
student organization. Gay bars, gay dances,
published May 30 as a 316-page book
and Helene Johnson are (obviously) both
and gay life style in general have come into
fl.fa le 'Homosexuals: Their Problems and
women."
a certain vogue.
Adaptations, by the Oxford University
But at Harvard homosexuality is still
.
Press ... "
very much inside the closet. The Harvard[The authors reported financial support
MS., June, pg. 76: ,· The Pain of Public
Radcliffe Gay Students Asso_cj~tlon _;;ittracts
from the National Institute of Mental
Scrutiny by Kate Millet.
twenty steady members to its Fr--iday Health, the Hugh M. Hefner Foundation
meager
a
"Four.years ago, a Scholar, Artist and .
meetings at Phillips Brooks House. Many
(of Playboy fame) and an anonymous Los
Feminist named Kate Millet published a
gay students at Harvard feel like "outsiders"
Angeles source. Their book is priced at
book called Sexual Politics. Soon the Auher, reluctant to lead their lives openly;
$10.95.] ·
thor, a very private person, was the center
forced to don a heterosexual mask in front
The whole article is very positive and
of a hurricane of publicity and controversy.
of their Harvard friends.
includes some new dynamic statistics. Read
From a cover story in Time magazine to
Still, on Friday, ApHl 19,400 gay stuit. It should make y9u feel very good.
the-closed discussion offeminist groups, her
dents men and women (10 to 30 percent
:scholarship and her lifestyle became subjects
were estimated to be affiliated with Harvard),
for public questioning.
filled Harkness Commons to capacity for a
The New York Times also printed the folFew women experience the price of celdance sponsored by the H-R Gay Students
lowing articles for last week; they were all
ebrity as Kate Millet has experienced it. In
Association. Although there were gay dances lengthy, widely reported topics;
·
her second book Flying (excerpted h~re),
staged last year at Harvard, the wild success of
May 20: "Homosexuals Declare Right
by Ginny Collins

Long
brick
d the

she has painfully and honestly detailed
that price."
The Pain of Public Scrutiny by Ms.
Millet will give you a good idea of what
.Flying is about. Kate Millet is a sculptor,
a filmmaker, and the author of Sexual
folitiqs (Doubleday), a basic feminist book.

STORY

to Teach; Assert Sexual Orientation is
Irrelevant."
May 22: "The Homosexual as Teacher:
Parents Express their Views:"
May 23, front page article: "Furor
Oouds Vote Today on Homosexuals:
Rights."
. May 24: again t4e front page!: Council,
by 22-19, Defeats Bill on Homosexual
Rights."
May 25: "Backers of Homosexual
Rights Plan to Resubmit Defeated Bill."
[For the the past weeks the Times has
- been doing t~is sort of thing!]
The New York Times is considered the
catechism of the media. And one wonders
why the Boston newspapers-don't follow
this example.

New York Times, Ma)'!6; "PROSTITUTES

ATTRACTED TO ALASKA BY OIL PIPELINE/Influx of Constructi.9_n M~n Draws
Camp Followers-Police i Prepar~ to Act."
"Women are expect~d to be part of the
work force, working ajngside the men as
they construct ·a 48-in pipeling across
789 miles of moutains, undra, and rivers.
Secondly, women's lib ration groups are
pressing for legalizatiol}- of prostitution in
,,..
~
the state.
The state of Alaska already has the highest rate of rapes in the country, and the entire situation could get much worse, said
Sue Feliciano, a coordinator for the Alaska
Women's Liberation Group, which estimates
that more than 800 women will be involved
in the construction of the pipeline ..... "
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apartments
NEW APARTMENT
South end. Single tenant, one bedroom. Good neighborhood, two
blocks from subway. $195 including
utilities. Call 357-4097

FOR SALE
SCM 'Sterling' typewriter, two years
old, very gd. cond., a loss for me at
$7 5; Clarinet, gd. cond., gre~t for beginners, $50 or best offer; 2 sets 96"
Queen Anne drapes, It. grn. & wht., insulated, $12/set or $ 20 both. I'm leaving Boston and so must suffer this loss.
Call for Dick at 723-8861.

SUBLET NOW OPTION FALL
Lease available for large one bedroom
apartment, in elevator building, located near St. Marys St. Brookline. Rent
reasonable. Call Phil 738-5024.

FOCUS
A Journal for lesbians, put out by Boston DOB. New, exciting format. 60c
sample copy, $5.00 for 1 year. Send
check to DOB, 419 Boylston St., Rm.
~23, Boston, MA 02116 .

SOUTH END SUBLET
Leaving my half of 2 br: newly renovated, w/w, DW/D, Waterbed, sunshine, walk-in-closets, laundry rm.
Available 6/1 - 9/1 $157 & phone.
GCN Box 102

BOSTON CHAUVINISTS AND TOURISTS. Don't be put down in Milwaukee, Duluth, or Pocatello. Wear your
Lambda/BOSTON button proud!y!
Stamped, ·self-addressed envelope plus
25c each button, 5 for $1.00 to GCN
Box 51.

GCN is in need of some "barefoot mailpeople" (You can wear shoes if you like)
to help with DISTRIBUTION on Tues.
afternoons. Commission . Write or call
Satya at GCN 4264469.
Gay businessman will give financial
assistance to young man interested
in establishing flower, antique shop
or nursery , etc. Have excell ent location. GCN box 091

WHITMAN ABINGTON AREA
Driver part time could work into full
tim e good job. r or M give address and
ph one so I can answer. GCN·Box 093
0

FREE RENT
To share: 1 large house in woody section of Jamaica Plain. Pay only your
share of utilities. Plenty of parking,
gardening, living space. 1 year only.
GC'N' Box 054.

CHARLESTOWN-SIX UNITS
2 br all new beautiful WW carp. D&D
laundry areas multi cabinets & stor
Architect designed & owned. $200250 June 1 occupancy. (617)_2418710

for sale
GOOI5 GA y BUTTONS & BOO~S
The HCHS Bookstore has a growing
selection of good gay l;Jooks. Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 6-9 p.m., 619 Boyls~on
St., 4th Floor; ring night bell 4 times.

- - - ·- - - - - - -

GARY JANE HOISINGTON.S SPRING
COLORING BOOK. An adult coloring
book much in demand, bound in pasticine with 10 removable pages. $5 .00 to
Gary Jane Hoisington, GCN Box 074.
FRESH HERBS
are richer in flavor and vitami:is, Tintilate your tired cooking and Jaded appetite with our fine growing pots of
herbs. Carons, 641-0597.

M-student Gay/bi for summer work
at Vermont lodge. GCN Box 087

a

Here's your chance to be radio ~tar!
Closet Space, heard Sunday m~rnmgs
at 10:30 on WCAS (740 AM), ts l?oking for help. If you're int~rested m
writing production, or bemg on the
air, cali Gay Media Action at 868-5729.

LIFEGUARD WANTED
Lifeguard needed for South Shore
Country club. Water Safety In~tructtion Certificate required. call: (617)
963-9809.

jobs offered
WHITMAN ABINGTON AREA
Driver, parttime could work into
full time good job.For M. Give
address and phone so I can asnwer. GCN Box 093.

Volunteers needed to work for a rree
alternative ambulance service. Emergency medical training provided. Prior
medical and/or counselling experience
helpful. Please call 267-9150 and leave
your name and number.

LAWYER - IDEAL SETUP
For south of Boston, could be ex
cellent chance for right female or
male. All replies confidential. GCN
Box 097.

PRINTS & FRAMES GM for retail sales. Phone 6:00-7:30,
542-7195, Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
Volunteers wanted for hotline counseling. Call Shelly at 267-9150.

TYPING DONE
Typing done at reasonable rates-papers forms letters etc. Let me do the
chore for you. Call Linda (617) 2691739

Apt/housecleaning. $3 .00/hr. Jumping
out of cakes our specialty. Flexible
schedule. References on request. Call
Anthony and Dennis at 617-523-1855.

organizations

jobs wanted

WORCESTER GAYS COME .OUT
Join us Sunday nights at 8 for general
mtg. Mon. night raps, 82 Franklin St.,
GUY FRIDAY
3rd fl M&F welcome. For further
GWN 20's exp as receptionist,, with exp. info write, W.G.U., Box 359, Federal
in office mgmt., bank operations, good Sta ., Worcester, Mass. 01610.
writer. Type 50 wpm. Nds work! GCN
Box 103.
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY
CHURCH meets for worship every _
Sunday at 6:30 p.m., 131 Cambridge
COMMUNICATIONS
St., (Old West Church), Boston. FelGM, 26, reporter-editor with large
lowship hour 8:15 p.m. Rev. LawConn. daily, 5 yrs. exp.; seeks compatrence Bernier and Rev. Nancy Wilson,
ible position in writing, editing, PR,
pastors. All persons are welcome.
etc. Call (203) 522-5963 or write
Telenhone 523-7664.
GC.N Box 073 .

pen pals

Guy, 21, into typography, graphics, &
lithography. New to Boston area.
RAY:
Ability to type 70 wpm, write both
stored & format standard TTS co~es, I am teenage GM to whom you wrote.
page mechanics, etc; Also has a~ility Your letter was late. Could not call.
Write: John Campbell, 102 Hilldale Rd.
to run A.B.Dick 360. Contact Jim
Ashiand, MA 01721
Morton, evenings at 723-8861.
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CLASS IFIE Del ass if i ed CLASS IFIE Del ass if i edCLA
. personals
MONO MONO MONO MONO"
Feeling tired, run down? Can't hack
the climb at 1270? Merest gust of wind
sweep you off your feet? If so, don't
despair! GWM W/Mono looking for
same
recover with. (Malingerers
welcom; no hepatitis or syph please;
light flu ok) Write GCN Box 088.

to

FAGHAGSEEKSFAGGOT
Requirements: the diaphaneity of
TadziQ,'the mind of Vivian Darkbloom
the poised detachment of a Noel Coward dressing gown, and the madness of
Lady Bright. I absolutely promise never
to touch anything! EVER! Just "gin &
camel" chats and occasional postcards.
I promise!GCN Box 086.

MAN TO MAN MASSAGE
Earth 'massage for men only, one hour
experienced hands, absolutely NO sex!
My Parlor. Total revival-$8. Discount
to Reg. Clients. Apnmts. only: Don or
Bob- 523-4825; coll only btwn. 8-l0am
any day. For more info. please phone.

____.,.,.:--~--------

TROY PERRY LA's FOREMOST
leader of Gay Community and leader
of the Metropolitan Community Church
will be in person at ordination ceremony
Old West Church June 2nd at 7:00

MILLIONAIRE OR STUDENT
We have accomodatio;:s to fit your life
style and your pocketbook. Best locat
ion in the town that makes the Cape
worth visiting- "P". town. Write now
or call the Owls Nest,'1'58 Commercial
Street, 02657, 617-48'7-9633.
J(!

IT!

GAY FREAK SEEKS SAME
Same whatY Je sais pas I could dig meeting new ·people for good times, bad times
I like everything that I don't dislike or
don't like · GCN Box 104

GM , spends summers in Union ME
would like to hear from others' (is '
~t posible?) in area. GCN Box 095
SEX IS NOT EVERYTHING
Looking fro new friends middle aged
who are gay to share other interests
besides sex with male associates. Let's
match our tastes write Box 096
GCN.

THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD .. .
and he knows I'm gay says author/MCC
le;der Rev. Troy Perry. He will speak
at ordination ceremony at Old West
Church June 2nd 7 :00 pm be there.

CORYDON SEEKS CORYDON
Tall,.slender GWM, educated professional, Scorpio, would like to meet
similar mature, lively, honest man (50+)
for civilized friendship. Interests include cal).oeing, ballet, and other pleasures, urban and pastoral. Write GCN
Box 075.

McGoogle--1 love you! Give the flower
another chance to grow. McGink.
GCN BOXHOLDERS
HOLDERS OF'GCN BOXES 033, 035,
040, and 054, please pick up your mailor else we'll feed it to the dieffenbachia.
yes we will.

GOOD GAY BUTTONS & BOOKS·
The HCHS Bookstore has a growing
selection of good gay books. Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 6-9 p.m. 419 Boylston
St., 4th floor ; rin~ bell 4 times.

WHAT DO YOU FEED A RHINO?
Money! Support the MBTA ad campaign. $3.50 for one ad for one month,
$10 for three months. Send checks to
Gay Media Action-Advertising, 43-45
Hano St., Allston , Mass. 02134 .

GWM, 30, slender, affectionate Virgo,

Mature gay male would like to meet
others 40 and up in Boston area for
friendship, conversation, or what have
you. GCN Box 046.

intelligent, seeks honest male for special friendship (lover?). Prefer approx
same age. My interests: Folk music,
gay lib, long walks, cuddling. Write
GCN Box 066.

FRIEND AVAILABLE TO YOU
Are there any real GWM 's middle
aged in greater Boston who are aware and interesting to be with? If
so come out wherever you are.
Write Box 099

GWM; am lonely, would like to hear
·rrom reasonably together, sensitive &
intelligent GWM, Worcester-Framingham area. Write GCN Box 076.

MEDICAL TECHNICIANS
Would like to form a group of gay
medical and paraprofessional people.
Men & women welcome. Call Kim at
723-8861 or Richard at 723-5065,
evenings.

resorts

Gay Community News Is SOid
at the following locations:

FEMALES IN SO. N.H.
Attr WF, 31, tall, educ, prof; down to
earth, happily married, bi but inexp,
seeks tall attr exp bi or GF to be friend
& teacher. Enjoy music, dance, art,
summer, travel , nice people. Live in
N.H., work in Boston. GCN Box 072 .

Downtown Boston :
Book City, 239 Tremont St

l~

GAY LINGUISTS
Gay linguists and philologists. Professional group forming. Write GCN Box
090. This ad is not a double entendre!!
QUIET INQUIRY
Ashford & Simpson, E.M. Forster, GQ,
Clairborne, Mahler, Handel, Trouffault.
Joe Colombo, Gaye, Shumann, Bloomingdales and Barbra warm this 37, 6'
150 lb . GWM interested in opening
a new door or two. Got one?
. RSVP Box 101
GAY HEALTH NIGHT
Wednesday evenings (6:30-9:30) at
FENWA Y COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER 16 Haviland Street, Boston
267-7573 General medical (including
VD) for Gay women and men. Cosponsored by HOMOPHILE COM -MUNITY HEALTH SERVICE.
, •..-.______________

LAKE WINNIPISAUKEE AREA
GWM, 23, moving to Laconia, NH area,
late june sks sincere gay men for good
friendship and nice times. Serious only
apply. GCN Box 085

The Cove Shoppe.

"Homophile Community Health Ser-

The Little StOfe, 227 Commercial St.

Homophite Union of Boston. 419
Boylston St. Rm. 509

GREENFIELD AREA
GWM 25 wishes to avoid dry summc
In Greenfield MA area. I need fun .
Write to GCN Box 094. Age 20's
only.
TO 2 GJ's IN BROCKTONS ST 24
S_o rry we didn't take ride you offer.
would like to get acquainted. Give
us a call between 5 : 30 & 6:30 any
evening. Call 588-1527.
Hope to hear from you. Hard to
find Sisters in South Shore area .
AN INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY
Wtd: F /M· Dr, fawy; ~0¢. Wk.er. or stud.
in same flds 2 live & wk tog. in new
suburb int~rprpf environ. Let's wk &
dream together. Send Ph/ Add GCN '
Box 105

I

GWlvl, LL., 6'1 ", would like to meet
strong masc male for fun & friendship .
Enjoy music, art, weight lifting & al-

I
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Place a new or renewal subscription to GCN and receive a
free classified ad (25 character headline and 140 charac!er
ad; additional characters and box number cost extra). Your
free ad will'be inserted in:
one issue for o 10-week subscription
two issues for a 25-week subscription
three issues for a 52-week subscription.
No copy chang~ permitted. This is a limited time offer.

-,

GWM WESTERN SUBURBS
most anything. Light S&M OK. GCN
GWM 45 St. app . & sdiri.g seeks GWM in
Box 030.
West suburbs for occasional daytime meet- ., __S_T_U_D_E
-· N_T_S_A_N_D_G_A_Y_A_C_T_I_V_ISTS
ings. Send fone . Do you have own apt?
' Spartian accommodations to fit your
GCN Box 082
budget in our new dorm . Discounts to
members of movement, organizations.
FREE P-TOWN WEEKEND!!!!!!!!!!!!
The Owls Nest, 158 Comm.., ·'P" town.
DOB raffle, all-expense paid weekend
11
GWM, French artist, slow and easy,
in Provincetown at the P'town Im\ for
total satisfaction. No $, just fun . Write
two . Weekend of your choice. $ 1.00
GCN Box 098.
per ticket, available at DOB raps, GCN,
CSMH, HCHS . . . almost everywhere!
BROCKTON SOUTH SHORE F - M
Drawing at end of Gay Pride march in
Those interested in starting a Gay
I City _ __ _ __ Stafe_ _ Zip _ __
June.
Group please write GCN Box 089
➔ r ·
~ : Phone _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _
•

Full name, address and telephone number of advertiser must
be given with each ad. This information is strictly confidential;
however, we COil/lo! print your ad without it.
·
Send ' clas;ifi~d ads lo: GCN Classifieds, 22 Bromfield St.,
Boston, -Mass. 02108.
Please indicate the heading under which you want your ad to
appear:

use one box for each
classified ad order form
character or space
.
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Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookshop-,

FREE CLASSIFIEDS

ever.

you.

a ).(

Dor1War Bookstore. 224-----•v.,«.,e.•4•19•Bo-yl•sto•n•S,.t.•R•m•
Thayer St.
Plll)ert>ack Booksmnh.
·•--t-47.,C•o•m~me•r•cia"'t.,St•.
. ··
753 Boyl!lton St.
New Yo,k Coy:
Cabaret, 17 Lansdowne St.

All ads must ,be paid in advance. Make check or money order
payable ta "Gay Community News" or "GCN."
Include area code in all telephone numbers appearing in ad.
Replies to box numbers should be sent to, GCN Classified Box
Number . . . . , 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. 02108.
N o a d s accep tdb
e
y p hone.
GCN reserves the right ta edit or reject advertising which may
result in legal action.
GCN has no control over classified advertisers; hence, we
cannot assure you that your inquiry will be answered or that
the product or service is accurately presented . ·
Rates : 50 cents per week for first 140 characters, 50 cents per
week for each additional 70 characters. Headlines 50 cents
per week for 25 characters. Box numbers are available for
$1 .00 (good for six weeks). Allow 4 characters in ad for box·
number.
Mail addressed to box numbers can be picked up at the GCN
office during regular office hours ( 10 a. m. to 10 p. m. Sun. Thurs.; 10 a . m. to 6 p.m. Fri.-Sat.). Unclaimed mail will be
forwarded to the address you give us .
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AMAZON
needs chariot and two horses for
Gay Pride Parade. If you can supply
or give any infor . please leave message at GCN (426-4469) for Ian and
Maggie.

Chai
by"
May
tow1
4rm

2ga
15 n
1251
over

Book Man. 659 Washington St.

Meetinghouse Coffeehouse . 70
North Station Cinema, 276 Friend St.
Charles SI.
South Station Cinema. 23 South St
Sparter's, 228 Cambridge SI.
Saints. 112 Broad St.
Cambridge:
Regency Baths. 1 t Ohs SI.
Out of Town Newspapers,
Club LaGrange. 4 LaGrange SI.
Harvard Square
Kenmore Square Boston:
Reading International, 47 Brattle St.
Paperback Booksmitt),
The Red Book.. 136 River St.
516 Commonwealth Ave.
t00 Flowers Bookstore. 196 HampS~m·s College Bookstore
726 Commonwealth Ave .
shire St.
New Words Bookslore. 419 Washing- Back Bay Boston :
ton SI.. Somerville
Bob Whrte·s 1270.1270 Boylston St.
Pr:v~::~~~~~nter. 46 Pleasant St
D~~~~~ of Bilitis. 419 Boylston St..

Providence:

-

orle

America's only WEEKLY Gay Newspaper
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... MILLIONAIRE OR STUDENT
We have accommodations to fit your
life style and your pocketbook. Best
location in the town that.makes the
Cape worth visiting-P'town. Write now
or call The Owl's Nest, i58 Commercial
St., 02657, (617) 487-9633.

Beacon Hill Boston:
Esplanade Paperback. 107 Charles

BIG MUSCULAR STUD
I am a young, heavily-muscled body
builder. I like to dominate weaker
males and teach them to obey my will.
If you dig being a slave; sincere replies
only; write, P.O ! Box 451, Middletown,
Rhode Island 02840.

'Boston area people interested in getting
together for folk singing/playing, mad0
rigals, etc., talk to Laura McMurry or
write GCN Box 077 .

GAY COMMUNITY NEWS

GCN BOXHOLDERS
Holders of GCN Boxes 033, 035, 040,
054, please pick up your mail.

_______________,.

BUY A RHINO AD!
Sponsor gay ads on MBTA. $3.50 will
pay for one ad for one month, $10 for
3 months or send donation to : Gay
Media Action-Advertising, 43-45 Hano
St., Allston, Mass. 02134.

GAY CATHOLIC COMMUNE
Interested males under 35. Those who
see need for commitment, prayer life
responsibility, discretion. Couples OK
Include Phone. GCN Bex 084

Gay folk dancers interested in setting
up a Boston area gay folk dan·ce night
talk to Laura McMurry or write GCN
Box 077.

RAY - SOUTH SHORE RE-WRITE
Box 071 Have been sick. Let me know
hou you can come see me.

Wanted male - late 40's. Am refined,
educ, affectionate, occasional, honest,
sincere meetings. Like classical music,
travel, reading. Please write. Tell your
optional time mostly days. GCN Box
079.

Would any generous soul wish lo help
pay for photographic_supplies while 2
brothers struggle to ~jte a boo(< about
. NORTH SH.ORE GAY MALES
Boston? Please write'Satya/ 22 Bromfield I'm 20, good looking, long hair, well
St., Bost., 02108 or lill 426-4469 and
built, straight acting & appearing. Like
leave message.
to meet others 17-25 in Salem, M'head
~rea. No S&M or fems. GCN Box 081.
THANX FROM UMASS SHL-GWC
Thanx to all our brothers and sisters in
GAY PHOTO SERVICES
New England who made our 4th annual
Sympathetic, qualified pre-professional
"Gay Rites" of spring a great successphotographer, specializing in gay portLive free or die!
raits, singles, couples. Call Dari at ·
(6 I 7) 277-2484

SISTERHOOD SOFTBALL TEAM
Now being organized. For fun & competition. Let's slaughter DOB! Practice
starting soon for the "big game" some
time Gay Pride Week. Men & women,
gay & straight, all positions. Sign-up at ,
HUB or call (617) 5 36-6197.
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at 50c per week
at 50c per week
*First 140 characters
at 50c per week
Each add'I '70 ·characters
at $1 . 00 per six weeks
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GAY CAMPING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE We are women, man, gay straight, workers,
GENDER IDENTITY SERVICE
Spacious 40 acres along a running river, students, we have a 3 story 7 BR house in
Evaluations counseling for men and
and fields, offers privacy, sunbathing,
JP. Each ofus has our own interests. Yours women with gender problems, transswimming, tenting, mountain views,
will be welcome. Join us to share : food,
sexuals and heterosexual, TVs. Reasonhildng & trout fishing, peace & quiet. . plants, livingspace. Call sandy, John at
able fees. Ans svce Iv. message UN 4Daily-w.eekly-monthly-seasonal rates.
8181 (617)
(617)524-7724
l½ hours from Boston towards 89,
Sunapee. Free camping to professional
GM, 25, would like to share apt for the
WHITCH
nonprofit organizations. Call (617)
summer. Beacon Hill-Back Bay area or The all-women's band. For booking
566-7041, write V. Q. Taylor, Box 49,
any convenient location, maybe caminfo call Elaine days 5 36-5 390, eves
Waverly, MA 02179.
bridge. Call Joe at (617) 266-0338
289-8363.

PROVINCETOWN MASS.
Charming 3 room housekeeping cottages
by week month season. Beach rights.
Mayflower Colony Rt. 6A, Provincetown. Tel. 617-487-1916. Also 1, 3,
4 rm apts. in town. Reasonable rates.

Lovers or single gay person to share my
2 bdrm. Beacon Hill apt. Rent flexible.
Call Richard, 723-5065
evenings. .
.

BE NICE TO HA VE A ROOMIE
Person needed for roommate. Own
bedroom, kitchen. $7 5/mo, util. incl.
Jamaica Plain. Must like plants. No
WANTED GAy BI MALES VERMONT I animals please. Contact Jimi, Meetinghouse.
_
Who would enjoy a secluded Vermont
ROOMMATE WTD'
home high elevation magnificent views
GWM- 34 has completely furn'ed 6 rm.
sundeck, swimming, hiking, etc. reasonBrookline House. 2 baths, own bedrm.
able to right person or people. Will accoNice garden. Conv. to MTA, Harvard
modate 1 to 6 people, also ~vailabl~ 2 BR Med. Sch. B.U. Northestern. Avail.
apt. stone fireplc. ~mplet. furn. Will rent 6_1. Rent $!40.00 GCN Box 100
or lease. Poets, writers, composers, or what· #4'-·-,,•· _....,._..___ _ _ _ _ _ __
ever. Gay owner would like to hear from
3,ou. Please write GCN Box 087
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Student, 19 yrs., needs to share an
apartment for the summer. Beacon
Hill, Back Bay or any central location.
~
GCN Box 079.
Two roommates wanted in three bedroom apartment, large, sunny, good
location Brighton, near MBTA, conGWM 26, into art, music, gay media,
venient to everything, furnished except
quasi-neurotic intellectual, seeks livfor bedrooms completely remodeled
ing situation w/ similar M's, by June
with paneling and modern kitchen and
15. Pref conv to Mus of Fine Arts
bathroom. $125 available June 1 to
(grad stud. there)-So. End, Brig.
Sept. 1 Call 7386932 nights and weekCircle, Park Dr. Call Jim (617) 776ends.
3823

CO-OP - NON-SEXIST- TOGETHER
Lg. B.R. avail for one or two resp. FM's in estab. Watertown house co-op.
15 min from Harv. Sq. Bills, food
shared. Furn or not 926-0974-6-9pm
75-60 mo.

~-

l

-----~-...~--------

ROQMMA TE NEEDED
Prof./busfoess woman in middle 20's30's to mare 2~ed. apt. on upper Marlbororo St. Newly renovated'-rustic &
modern-unique features. Private, quiet.
$200 inc. heat, park space & enclosed
patio, call Marilyn 267-6410 ext. 263

Lg. bedroom ·avail. · for one or two
responsible F. or M.'s in well estab.
suburban Watertown co-op. Rent is
$75. Two-$60. Bills, food, etc. are
shared. 15 min. to Harv. Sq. on Waverly Bus Line. Call (617) 926-0974 betwn.
6& 9 pm.

.

New house in country 22 miles west of
Boston bedrooms single or double occu
pancy reasonable full house privileges including co.oking, new furn. TV, stereo,
etc. fplc., playrm., sundk., GCN Box 087

Pegasis Painters (Internationally advertised) int. & ext & sign painting
"odd jobs by odd balls" (617) 4452309.

PHOTOGRAPHY "WOMEN & MEN IN LOVE."
Quality for the gay community! Prof.
.G.F. photographer offers unique, dis~reet experienced services for your
photographic desires! Gay portraits,
marriages, parties, sport functi~ns, animal studies. Your film developed and
printed. Slides, prints copied. Custom
printing, photos&. albums restored.
Business, portfolios, brochures, architecture, theater. Rush services on request. Reasonable rates. Call (617)
566-7041. Write Occupant, Box 49,
Waverly, Mass. 02179.

FAGGOT MOVERS
Van and 1 Faggot $6 per hr., 2 Faggots
$11 per hr. Call before 10 a.m. or after
10 p.m. 391-3690.

WHITCH
The all-women's band. For booking
info call Elaine, days 536-5390, eves
Z89-R1t-1.
VOICE LESSONS
Private instruction in singing: classical,
folk, show, etc.; speech, and dramatic
presentation. Serious students only.
Nicholas Sean Austin, M.A., exper•
ienced teacher-performer. Call 523. 3213 weekends.

FURNITURE MAKING & REPAIR.
Custom made furniture. Your design or
mine. Also repair & refinishing. Beautifully detailed construction & finish.
Call Chuck 391-3690.

f
I

MAINE WOMEN.S NEWSLETTER
A journal of the feminist movement in
Me. and around the country. Send 35c
for the April-May issue or $2.00for 8
issues. Box 488, Bath, Me. 04530.
GAY FILMS!!!
Community Films is looking for films
wi.th gay themes. Anyone knowing of
films that would aid in theed. of both
· gay & strts call 776-7080. ·
HIS CONGREGATION SALUTES
Rev. Laryr Bernier and is proud of his
ministry to Boston's Gay Community
Show your appreciation at ordination
with your presence. MCC Boston

GAY YACHTSMEN UNITE
Let's organize for summer cruisingracing fun. HCG, Box 275, Ellsworth,
Maine 04605.

,V

.

OUTDOOR GAYS F ORM
Help finish putting garden in. Will
have fresh vegetables all summer.
Plenty of.room for right gay.s. GCN
Box 092.

JUNE 2ND IS1SUNDAY MUST
The day to go a,nd hear Rev. Troy Perry
speak. He will be present through the
pomp and ceremony of ordination of
Rev. Larry Bernier. Witness it.

'i>ROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY
· Character portraits, portfolios, archetechural interiors, in Black and White
or colqr. Original concepts _
f9r advertising & poster design. Full .service
photo restoration & copying. Call
BOAXLLS (2629957) or write box
083 GCN

IF YOU'RE GA.:j, DON'T STAGNATE
Roost yourself The Owl's Nest, 158
Commercial St, 'l,p,, town. Daily rates
from $5 thru $45, weekly discounts.
Call 617-487-9633 for reservations.

wanted
WANTED TO BUY
One used sewing machine
CHEAP!!!!!!!!!!!!
call Jim Morton at 723-5065

at

PEOPLE WHO WANT TO TEACH and
learn. Anyone interested in taking
part in a new learning experience. Alt~rnative South End High School. Ask for
Jeni (617) 523-0368.
. COUNTRY PLACE ,
Group of GMs welcome visitors to our
country place.·Help us build our house.
Write first. Allen, c/o Butterworth
Farm, RFD 2, Orange, Mass. 01364.

Down and out in Paris and Rome? No.
But i_n_Bosto~ I am, d~n't even have a
GCN CLASSIFIED BOXHOLDERS
tele~s1on. Will appr~c1ate help, will pay Holders of GCN Boxes 033, 035, 040,
nominal fee $20. Wntc GCN Box 040. 054, please pick up your mail.

Randolph Country Club

1

SOUTHERN MAINE GAYS •
Gay rights organization forming in
Portland and seeking members who
wish to help gay community in Maine.
· Write G.R.O., Box 4542, Portland, Me.

TYPESETTING for GAY COMMUNITY
a suprise awaits drinkers Sat. & Sun.
Use our facilities {IBM Composer) to
between 12 noon and 6 pm at the
produce your booklet or publication.
Lounge, 22 Avery
Good rates. (We are GCN's typesetter.) Last Call Upstairs
Street, Boston 1
Write: GCN Box 69.
L,

TAPE MUSIC FOR DANCING
Available for all occasions. Superbly
played over a 4 speaker, 180-watt
sound system. Plenty of soul music
and other types besides! $10/hour.
Ken 617-492-2997

----··--------... ---------·-------------------------------------,
GAY ·· PRIDE
WEEK

miscellaneous

STUDENTS & GAY ACTIVISTS
Spartan accommodations to fit your
budget in our new dorm. Discounts to SOUTH END GAYS
members of movement organizations. Student researching Masters thesis seeks
The Owls Nest, 158 Comm., "P" town. intervies with gay south enders (homeowner or renters). Call (617) 266-8513
for more information.

WHITCH
Watch for Whitch. Watch for Whitch.
Watch for Whitch.

services

WANTED GAY-BI ROOMMATES

FOR HELP IN PROVINCETOWN,
should you need it, contact us,
H.A.L.P., thru the "P" town Drop-lnCenter, 487-0387. Homophile Assist. ance Leagu~ of.Provincetown, Box 67-4,
02657.

PETS
Road's End Cattery & Kennel. Rare
Russian Blue Cats; Lhasa Apsos & •
Pekingese. Box 36B, Deerfield, NH
03037.

We are women, man, gay, straight, workers, students, We have a 3 story 7 bedroom house in J.P. Each of us has our
own interests. Yours will be welcome.
Join us to share: food, plants, livingspace. Call Sandy, Johna 617-5247724.

-------------

ALTERNATE DEGREE PROGRAM
If you 1sincerely want a college degree
& are genuinely involved with your life
but cannot fit in trad. structure, join
us. Univ. w/o Walls, 266-261:l.

Apt/housecleaning. $3 .00/hr. Jumping
· out of cakes our specialty. Flexible
shedual. References on request. Call
Antho,ny and Dennis at 617-523-1855.

roommates

2 gay roommates wanted white only.
15 min. from Harvard Sq. own room
125/mo. Starting in December. Not
over 26. No fems. Fats ok. Phone &
name & address. GCN Box 106

Gay butchers, barkeeps,. botanists, bank
bookbinders, brokers, basketweavers
... If you are gay and in business, or if
you welcome the patronage of gay persons, send your name and.address for
application for a FREE listing in the
Gay Cruise-Aider to: GCN/GCA, 22
Bromfield St., Boston 02108.

info. 963-9809

(after 6 except Mon.)
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JUNE SPECIAL

Carol and the Burgundies
FRI,, JUNI 14-

SUN., JUNI 16
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COMING •••
2 sun
29 wed

The fifth Gay Pride week planning meeting will be held at 7:30 pm at Charles Street
Meetinghouse, corner of Charles and Mt. Vernon Streets. All persons with anything to
contribute should plan to attend.

30 thurs
Two members of B'nai Haskelah, a gay
Jewish group, will be tonight's guests on
Gay Way Radio, WBUR-FM 90.9 me, at
9pm.

Dignity Boston will hold their monthly
meeting in St. Clement's Church.I 105
Boylston Street, Boston at 1 :30 pm, preceeded by a mass in the upper church.

Monthly Lavender Hour Radio ... this
month, "Gay.:s in Literature" a presentation
of selected readings of Gay prose and poetry
with musical pieces intersperscd ... 10 pm
WBCN-FM 104.1 me.

_ _ _ _. . .11111!!!1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Sunday services for the Reverend Larry
Bernier, pastor of the Metropolitan CommU11ity Church of Boston, at 7 pm, in
the Old West Church, at 131 Cambridge
Street. The Reverend Troy Perry will be
the presiding elder. Reception and a celebration will follow the service.

1 sat
"Carrots and Tomatoes," a lesbian play
composed of skits comparing Gay life now
to what it was like to be Gay in the 5o·s.
Freel 8 :30 pm at Northeasterri University
346 Ell Student Center (new si;;ction) .. Script
by Cathy Baker. Open to women and men.

HUB will hold a picnic today on Lynn
Beach. Person can gather at the beach at
1 pm, or call HUB at 536-6197 for more
information before 9 pm , on Friday, May
31 . Bring your own hamburgers and hotdogs. Chips and rolls will be provided.

Back Bay Street Fair, sponsored by the
Neighborhood Association of Back Bay,
today from 10 am to 4 pm ... games, puppets, mimi, music, dance, food, flowers,
plants, antiques and white elephants ... 1939
fire engine ... what have you. Proceeds go to
the Neighborhood Association for the benefit of the area. Come! Fair will be held on
Marlborough Street between Berkely and
Clarendon Streets.

WEDNESDAYS
7:00 pm-Gay Support & Action, Unitarian Parish
House, Bangor, Maine
7:30 ·pm-DOB Lesbian Mothers' Rap, 419 Boylston
St., Rm. 323
.
8:00 pm-Bisexual Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 415
8:00 pm-Gaybreak Radio, WMUA, 91.1 FM, Amt-ierst (first and third Wednesdays)
8:00 pm-BU Homophile League, Sherman Union,
Boston University

THURSDAYS
10:00 am-Gay News, WCAS, 740 AM
7:00 pm-H.U.B. Women's Open Rap & Phone (5366197), 419 Boylston St., Rm. 500
7:30 pm-MCC choir rehearsal, Old West Church,
Boston
8:00 pm-Lesbian Liberation meeting, Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge

QUICK GAY GUIDE
(Please submit additions and changes to "OGG Editor")

BOSTON AREA

,(area code 617)

Bisexual Rap Counseling Grou~<')
864=8181
Boston Gay Youth
,,
§36-611)7
B'nai Haskalah
265-64U!:I
Charles Street Meetinghouse
523-0368
Closet Space (WCAS 740 AM)
492-6450
Daughters Of Bilitis
262-1592
Dignity/Boston
c/o 1105 Boylston St., Boston 02215
Emerson Homophile Society for the Arts,
Room 34, 96 Beacon St., Boston 02108
Fag Rag
536-9826
Fenway Community Health Center
16 Haviland St., Boston 02115
267-7573
Fengay, c/o Thom Nylund
267-0516
547 549
Gay Academ~c_Union
_
-4
Gay Alert
"523-i'.l:368, 267-0764, 530-3285
Gay Community News
426-4469
Gay Media Action
868-5729
Gay Nurses' Alliance
266-5473
Gay Peoples' Group of UMass/Boston
287-1900x3236
Gay Speakers Bureau
547-1451
Gay Way Radio (WBUR 90.9 FM)
353-2790

*

+ d a n c e will be held at Chades Stmt

The Lesbian Science Fiction Liberation
Theater group will perform tonight, 9:30
pm sharp, at the Saints, 112 Broad Street
Boston. This particular performance open
to women only.

Meetinghouse, 70 Charles Street, Boston,
by the Women's Center of Cambridge. The
all women's dance will feature the all women's band Lillith and will begin at 8 pm.
The $2.00 donation will benefit the Wornen's Center.

Pot Luck Supper and Dance, tonight at
7:30 pm in the Unitarian Parish House, 183
and continues every Monday,at 8 pm in Rm. Main Street, Bangor, Maine, is sponsored by
323 at 419 Boylston Street Boston. Tonight's the Gay Support and Action Group, admission is one pot luck dish. BYOB.
topic is "~omen in Prison". These raps will
be in addition to their regularly scheduled
raps, and will be an opportunity to social-

DOB "Topic Rap" series begins tonight,

•iz■e■a■s■w■e■l■l■a■s■to_d.is■c■u■ss-th■i■n■gs■·------•8

sat .

Gay In Vermont sponsors a dance tonight
at 9 pm at 73 Church Street in Burlington.

6 thurs
Gay Way Radio . 9 pm on WBUR-FM ,
90.9 me , will feature members of the women's band Lavender Jane as tonight's
guests.

7

9 sun
Gay In Vermont sponsors an open house
today from 2 to 5 pm at 73 Church Street in
Burlington.

fri

Dignity Boston will offer a "Pad Mass"
home liturgy at the home of Rene and Brian,
1056 Beacon Street, Boston, Apt. 1 at 8 pm.
The service will be followed by a "potluck
dessert" .... bring goodies to share.

Active Gays will hold their monthly
brunch at 11 am at the Charles Street
Meetinghouse

everywee

3

-mon~

Please submit Calendar items to
"Calendar Editor," c/o GCN, by
1 :00 p.m. Sunday prior to the issue date.
8:00 pm-DOB Older Womens' Rap, .419 Boylston,
St., Rm. 323
9:00 pm-Gay Way Radio, WBUR 90,9 FM

2:00 pm-Boston Gay Youth, open rap & meeting,
419 Boylston St., Rm. 509

8:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union, 82 Franklin St.;,Wor- •
caster, Rm. 31

Evenings-Gay Rights Organization, Portland, Maine

3:00 pm-Worcester Gay Union radio program on
WCUW-FM, 91.3 Mc.

7:30 pm-HUB Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm. 509
7:00-10:00 pm-Bisexual Phone Line, 266-5347

SUNDAYS

8:00 pm-Daughters of BilitiS Topic Rap, 419 Boylston St., Boston, rm. 323

FRIDAYS
5 :30-6 :30 pm-Harvard-Radcliffe GSN, Brook~
House; info: 498-3096
7:00 pm-Wilde-Stein Club, Univ. of Maine, Memorial
Union
7:30 pm-MCC Worcester Study Group, 82 Franklin
St., Rm. 31. Worcester. Mass.

MONDAYS

10:30 am-"Closet Space," WCAS, 740 AM,

492-6450

8:30 pm-B'nai Haskalah, Old West Church
Boston
'

1:00 pm-DOB softball, Magazine Beach, Cambridge
2-4 pm-Gay Women of Providence rap, etc., 88 Benevolent St., Providence
4:00 pm-MIT SHL rneeting,-Rm. 1-132 (first & third
Sundays)
5:30 pm-Exodus Mass, St. Clement's Church, 1105
Boylston St., Boston

SATURDAYS

7:30 pm-MCC Hartford, St. Paul's United Methodis_t Church, 1 Amity St.

1 :00 pm-Boston Gay Yoµth, referrals & info,
536-6197

7:30 pm-MCC Providence services, 75 Empire St.,
Providence, 831-3773

TUESDAYS
6:30-9:30 pm-Boston Gay Youth, phone referrals &
info: 536-6197
7 :00 pm-Lesbian Therapy Research Project, Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St., Cambridge
7:30 pm-DOB Women's Rap, 419 Boylston St., Rm.
323
7:30 pm-Providence MCC prayer group, 410 Waterman Ave., East Providence
8:00 pm-Brown Gay Liberation, 88 Benevolent St.,
Providence
8:00 pm-MCC Boston-Bible study; info 536-7664

1:00-3 :00 pm-Worcester Gay Youth, 82 Franklin St., Rm. 31, Worcester
Good Gay Poets
536-9826
Hang In There Help-Line (H.1.T.)
738-048fi
Homophile Community Health Service 266-5477
Homophile Union of Boston
536-6197
Lavender Hour (WBCN 104.1 FM)
266-1111
Lesbian Liberation (c/o Women's Ctr.) 354-8807
Lesbian Mothers
354-8807
Lesbian Therapy Research Project
· 354-8807 .
Metropolitan Community Church/Boston 523-7664
MIT Student Homophile League
494-8227
Project Place
267-9150
Fr. Paul Shanley
267-0764

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS

(area 617)

Homophile Union of Montachusett,
P.O. Box F5, Leominster
MCC Study Group of Worcester,
P.O. Box 273, Rutland, Mass. 01543
Tufts Gay Community, c/o HUB

628-0828

Wellesley Mytilene Society, Wellesley College
Worcester Gay Union, P.O. Box 359 Federal
Sta. , Worcester 01 F'
Worcester Gay Youth, 82 Franklin St
Rm. 31, Worcester
.,
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WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS

(area 413)

Amherst Gay Hotline (men & women)
545-0154
Everywoman's Center (Amherst)
545-0883
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA 91.9 FM)
253-5171
Hampshire College Gay Friends 4524600x4882
(Amherst)
Southwest Women's Center (Amherst) 545-0626
UMass-Amherst Student Homophile League
545-0154
Valley Women's Center (Northampton) 586-2011

RHODE ISLAND

(area code 401)

Brown UAiversity Gay Liberation,
88 Benevolent St., Providence
Dignity/Providence, c/o Frank Murphy,
199 Garden St., Pawtucket 02860
Gay Women of Providence,
88 Benevolent St., Providence
Homophile Community Health Service
(Providence)
Metropolitan Community Church
(Providence)
Kingston Gay Liberation

VERMONT
Gay in Vermont (Burlington)
Vermont Gay Women

CONNECTICUT

274-4737
831-3773
792-5817

(area code 802)
863-2496
425-2782

(area code 203)

George W, Henry Foundation, Hartford 522-2646

Gay Alliance at Yale, 2031 Yale Station,
NewHaven,Conn.06620
Kalos Society, P.O. Box 403, Hartford 06101
Metropolitan Community Church/Hartford
525-3523

NEW HAMPSHIRE

(area code 603)

Univ. N.H. Gay Student Organization
do Mernnri;,I Union. Durham 03824
,_icc.:upant, P.O. Box 137, Northwood 03261

MAINE

(area code 207)

Bangor Unitarian Gay Caucus,
.P.O. Box 1046, Bangor
Brunswick Gay Women's Group,
136 Maine St., Brunswick
·
Gay Rights Orgariization (GAO),
P.O. Box 4542, Portland
Gay Support and Action,
183 Main St., Bangor 04401
Hancock County Gays,
P.O. Box 275, Ellsworth 04605
Lambda, 30 Cumberland St., Brunswick,
Maine 04011, c/o Fortuna & Leo
The Bridge, Box 901, Hoberts Union,
Colby College, Waterville 04901
Wilde-Stein Club, Abenaki-Memorial Union,
University of Maine, Orono 04473

